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ABSTRACT
An investigation of structure insensitive properties
(lattice parameters, thermal expansion coefficients,
densities, and imperfections) of silver and the α -phase
of the silver-indium system was suggested by the desirable
uses for silver and its Indium alloys.
Both silver and indium used were 9 9 .999 per cent pure.
The silver-indium alloys were prepared by melting both
metals inside evacuated and sealed fused quartz tubes.
The solidified alloys were annealed and then examined by
X-ray diffraction for homogeneity.
This experimental work is divided into three main
parts:I. X-ray diffraction investigation to determine the solid
o
solubility limit of the Ag-In α -phase at 25 C, the linear
thermal expansion coefficients (between 10°- 65° C ) and the
precise lattice parameters at 2 5 .0° C of silver and of some
Ag-In alloys, and to study the effect of impurities on the
rate of recovery at room temperature of silver.
II.

Precise density measurement of silver and of some

Ag-In alloys, and the calculation of the actual number of
atoms per unit cell (n') for these samples.
III.

X-ray Investigation at high temperatures (40°- 900°C)

to determine the lattice parameter - temperature relations

ill
in vacuum, for 9 9 .999 per cent pure silver and some Ag-In
alloys, and to study the effects of different gases (air,
N 2 , 0 2 , and H 2 ) on the thermal expansivity of pure silver.
Each part is discussed separately and at length since
the technique used in each one of them is quite different
from the two others.
Indium was found to expand the lattice of silver up
to 20.3 per cent by weight of indium, which marked the
solid solubility limit of the α -phase of the Ag-In system.
The linear thermal expansion coefficients of the different
Ag-In alloys (between 10°- 65°C) could be represented by
the equation:
α =

[18.73 + 0.02042 (In% ) + 0.003576 (In% )2 ] x 10-6 °C.-1

where (In#) is the weight per cent of indium.
Impurities in silver, present even in small amounts
were found to delay its rate of recovery at room
temperature.
Vacancies were always present in the

α -phase of the

Ag-In system, and their amount increased with the increase
in the Indium content.

It was not possible however, to

give definitely the reasons of formation or the origin of
these vacancies.
The thermal expansion of the lattice of each sample

iv
was not linear in nature over a wide range of temperature.
Both increasing temperature and increasing indium content
were found to increase the linear thermal expansion
coefficients (in vacuum) of the Ag-In alloys.
The thermal expansivity of 9 9 .999 per cent pure silver
was increased at high temperatures by the presence of
nitrogen, oxygen, or both, and nitrogen was more effective
than oxygen in this respect.

Hydrogen seemed to have no

effect in changing the thermal expansivity of 9 9 .999 per
cent pure silver as compared with the thermal expansivity
in vacuum.
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I

INTRODUCTION
In the period 1930 - 35 it became generally accepted
that most metallic crystals contain imperfections or
secondary structures of some kind.

Sraekal* was

responsible for the suggestion that the properties of
crystals can be divided into two classes:

(1) Structure-

Insensitive Properties, such as lattice constants, density,
coefficient of thermal expansion, which vary very little
among different specimens of the same substance (because
of small changes in their compositions) and are in good
agreement with theories of perfect crystals;

(2) Struc

ture-Sensitive Properties, such as yield strength, breaking
strength, and diffusion phenomena, which can vary greatly
among specimens of the same substance (with very small
changes in their composition), and which are not in
agreement with the expectations of theories based on
structures of perfect crystals.
A knowledge of conventional, ideal crystal structures
i8 an essential first step in understanding metallic
behavior, but an adequate treatment of structure-sensitive
properties requires additional information about real
crystals.
Several methods have been suggested and carried out

2
In order to evaluate the degree of perfection in crystals.
One of these methods is to determine the X-ray molecular
weight and to compare It with the chemical molecular
2
weight .
Another method Is to determine the X-ray
density and to compare It with the macroscopic density^.
Still another method is to calculate the actual average
number of atoms or molecules per unit cell; Hn * N, and to
compare It with the theoretical number of perfect structure
4
atoms or molecules per unit cell .
This last method is
believed to be the best approach for evaluating the
perfection or the soundness of a crystal structure.
All the above mentioned methods however, require
extreme precision in the determination of the macroscopic
densities as well as the lattice parameters and the thermal
expansion coefficients of the different samples.
During the last three decades, several research workers
have done a considerable amount of work in measuring the
lattice parameter of silver, its thermal expansion coeffic
ient and density.
ing some variation.

Their studies resulted in values show
On the other hand, few research

workers have measured the lattice parameters of solid sol
utions of silver-indium alloys - and only one investigator
has attempted to measure the thermal expansion coefficients
of some silver-indium alloys from room temperature up to
about 300° 0.

3
Very little, or no work has been done to study the
lattice imperfections of the silver-indium system.
Therefore, the intention of the present work was to
study the effects of indium additions on the lattice
parameter of silver, to study the thermal expansion (at
low and high temperatures) of silver and silver-indium
alloys, and to evaluate the lattice perfection of the
different alloys within the alpha-range of the silverindium system.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OP LITERATURE
A considerable amount of work has been done to deter
mine the lattice spacing, coefficient of thermal expansion,
and density of silver.
Among the recent lattice spacing determinations may
be mentioned;
1- Jette and Foote5 (1935); a = 4.07787 1 0.00008 kX at
25° C. (corrected for refraction) for 99.999% Ag, vacuum
melted and annealed for one day at 600° 0.

Photographs

were taken in a 10-cm-diameter symmetrical focusing camera.
2- Hume-Rothery and Reynolds^ (1938); a = 4.0775 kX at
19.6° C. for Johnson and Matthey’s assay silver which was
examined in a Debye-Scherrer camera.
3- Owen and Roberts7 (1939); a = 4.07743 kX at 18° C.
This is the mean of several determinations on 99.995/* Ag
annealed at 550° 0. for one hour.

The measurements

which were made in a focusing camera have been corrected
for refraction.

The mean of 9 measurements on 99*95% Ag

gave a = 4,0772 kX at 18° 0.
4- Owen and Williams® (1954); a = 4.0774 kX at 18° 0. for
99-998% Ag.
Q
5- Hill and Axon (1956) obtained a mean value of 4.07775
o
kX at 25 0. for 99-95+% Ag from four separate determlna-

5
tion.
6- King and Yaasamillet*® (1961) obtained a = 4.08607 A,
O
Q
and 4.08604 A at 25 C. for 99.999?» Ag using a double-scan
ning diffractometer.

These two values have been correct

ed for refraction but not for vertical divergence, and the
.
o
reproducibility has been estimated to be Z 0.0001 A.
For the purpose of comparison, all the above values
o
are converted from kX to A units, using the factor 1.00202,
and then reduced to one standard temperature (25° 0.),
using a thermal expansivity of the order of 7*7 x 10""^ A/°0
Table I, page 6, lists these reduced values of the lattice
parameter of silver.
The density of silver was found to depend to some e x 
tent upon its mechanical state.

For well annealed mater

ial, either cast or cold worked, the measurements of
Tomlinson, Bridgman, Honda and Shimizu, Lowry and Parker,
Stahl, and others indicate that the density is very close
to 10.49 gm/cc at room temperature**.

The density of

electrolytic silver is listed in the International Critical
Tables12 as 10.49t4 gm/cc at 25° 0.

Igata*3 (1937)

obtained d = 10.502 ga/cc at 1 7 ° 0. for cold worked and
then annealed silver.
Th^ results of various investigators on the linear
thermal expansion coefficient of silver in the temperature

6
SABLE

I

LATTICE PARAMETERS REPORTED FOR PURE SILVER
o
(Values corrected from kX to A units using factor 1.00202)

a ,%

Reference

Year Purity Temp.
°C.
%

Jette & Foote® (5)

1935 99.999

Hume-Rothery &
Reynolds (6)

J&M
1938 assay

19.6

4.0857

4.0861

Owen & Roberts® (7)

1939 99-995

18

4.08567

4.08621

Owen & Roberts

1939 99.95

18

4.0854

4.0860

Owen * Williams (8)

1954 99.998

18

4.08565

4.08619

Hill & Axon (9)

1956 99.95+

25

(7)

Present work

4.08611

25

King & Vassamlllet# 1961 99.999 28.9
H
M § (10) 1961
99.999 27.3

a at 25°C?
(Angstrom)

4.08599
4.08637

4.08607

4.08622

4.08604

1964 99-999 25.0

4.08626

* Using thermal expansivity = 7.7 x 10“^ A/°Q.
@ Focusing camera, corrected for refraction.

§ Diffractometer, corrected for refraction but not for
vertical divergence, Cu£«^ wave length = 1.54050.

7
range between 0° and 100° 0. agree closely.

The mean

value In this Interval is about 1 . 910 x lo”"’ /°CJ. s
Keesom1^ obtained 1.914 x 10”^ /°0. with silver, the purity
14
of which was not stated; Owen and Yates
, measured the
lattice parameters of powdered silver at elevated temperatures and obtained 1 . 9 0 8 x 10“° /°C.

School

» published

the value of 1 . 9 6 8 x 10“-^ /°C. for the mean coefficient of
linear thermal expansion of silver between 0° and 100° 0.
X-ray investigations of the thermal expansion of Ag
at high temperatures have been made by Owen and Roberta10
(1939), Saser, hilender and Bungardt

17

(1933), Hume-Rothery

and Reynolds1^ (1933)* Spreadborough and Christian1^ (1959)
and by Simmons and Balluffi

20

Hume-Rothery and Reynolds

(i960).
18

examined Johnson and

Matthoy's assay silver in a Debye-Scherrer type of
high-temperature camera.

Annealed powder was photo

graphed sealed Inside evacuated silica capillaries.
Careful checks of contamination of the specimens were made
by taking photographs at room temperature before and after
the high-temperature photographs to show that the lattice
parameter of the silver remained unchanged.

Lattice

spacings were found by extrapolation to 9 = 90°, against
p
cos ©-.
Temperature measurements were said to be
accurate to t 1° C. and lattice spacings to t 0.0002 kX.

8
Owen and Roberts

16

measured the variation of the

lattice spacings of 99*95% Ag as a function of temperature
by talcing photographs in a focusing type of high
temperature camera.
17
Esser, Eilender, and Bungardt * investigated spectro
scopically pure silver in an Esser-Muller vacuum high
temperature camera.

The lattice spacings were calculated
O
by extrapolation to sin 0 = 1 , and were stated to be
accurate to 0.01 - 0.05%.
Spreadborough and Christian

IQ

in an attempt to check

the uniformity and the accuracy of temperature measurement
inside their vacuum furnace - diffractometer ajrrangement,
measured the lattioe spacing temperature relation of silver,
the purity of which was not stated.

Their results agreed
«Q
with those of Hume-Rothery and Reynolds
, and from this,
they oonoluded that the temperature read from the thermo
couple was very close to the true specimen temperature.
Blmmons and Balluffl

20

calculated the equilibrium

concentration of lattice vacancies of 99-999% pure silver
near its melting point, from the relative changes in macro
scopic length AL/L and those of the X-ray lattice parameter
&a/a, using a rigid parallel pair of filar micrometer
microscopes and rotating single-crystal X-ray photographs.
Table II, page 9> lists the published lattice spacing

9
TABLE II
PUBLISHED LATTIOE SPACING TEMPERATURE RELATION OP SILVER
(Values in kX units)

Temperature

16
18
19.6
22
97
1>4
135
185
207
257
299
313
318
326
337.5
398
399
401
457
459
486
552
557
596
717
724
846
943

(A)

(B)

(C)

4.0773
4.0772
4.0775
4.0777
4.0838
4.0879
4.0868
4.0911
4.0927
4.0984
4.1006
4.1019
4.1022
4.1030
4.1040
4.1092
4.1102
4.1098
4.1146
4.1149
4.1171
4.1230
4.1234
4.1278
4.1395
4.1407
4.1542
4.1656

4.1541

(A) Hume-Rothery and Reynolds, (ref. 1 8 )
(S) Owen and Roberts, (ref. 16)
(0) Spreadborough and Christian, (ref . 19)

10
temperature relation of pure silver.
The published silver-indium phase diagram
in Figure 1, page 11.

21

is shown

According to this diagram, the

alpha-phase extends from pure silver to about 18 per cent
by weight of indium, at room temperature.
The silver-indium alpha-phase lattioe spacings have
been measured by several investigators:
1- Welbke and Eggers22 (1935) measured a few lattice
spacings for alloys made with "fine” silver and 99.99 % Ifc,
melted in porcelain crucibles, homogenized and analysed
chemically.

The lattice parameters were obtained to an

accuracy of 1 in 4000 from back reflection photographs
using Ou as a calibrating substance.

The temperature

during exposure was not stated.
2- Hume-Rothery, Levin, and Reynolds

23

(1936) examined

alloys made from 99-99% Ag and 99«98jC In.

The X-ray

powders were annealed for 12 to 20 hrs at 400° 0.
3- Owen and Roberts2^ (1939) examined alloys made of 99-98j£
Indium.
o
450 0.

The X-ray powders were annealed for 20 hours at
The lattioe spacings, corrected for refraction,

were accurate to t 0.0003 kX.
4- Adler and Wagner2-* (1962) examined alloys made of 99-99%
silver.

The X-ray powders were annealed for several

hours at 500° C. and the diffraction lines were recorded
at 29 1 2° 0.

In%

Figure 1.

by weight.

The published Ag-In phase diagram.

(ref 21 )

TABLE III
PUBLI3HEB LATTIOE SPACINGS OP THE Ag-In ALLOTS
(Values in

At% In
0.00
1 .94
2.44
2.50
3-11
3-97
4.56
5-00
5.14
5.40
3.8
5.99
7.1
7.5
7.81
8.16
8.2
9.0
10.0
10.22
12-5
13.60
14.2
15.0
15,14
15-27
16.23
18.17
20.0
21 .0

In
0.00
2.03
2.60
2.64
3.31
4.20
4.86
5.32
5.48
5.72
6.18
6.37
7.56
7.98
8.30
8.66
8.71
9.56
10.62
10.86
13.25
14.36
15.00
15.83
16.00
16.10
17.12
19.12
21 .0
22.05

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

reduced to 25°0)

(A)

<B)

(0)

<x>)

4.0861

4.0861
4.0914

4.0863

4.086

4.0939
4.0938
4.0951
4.0969
4.1004
4.1027
4.1010
4.104
4.1048
4.1047
4.1085
4.1101
4.1101
4.1113
4.114
4.1153
4.1185
4.1261
4.1265
4.1307
4.135
4.1353
4.1355
4.1337
4.1397
4.1468

(ref. 24)
Owen and Roberts.
Hume-Ro thery, Levin , and Reynolds.
(ref. 25)
Adler and Wagner.
(ref . 22)
Weibke and Eggers.

4.149
4.149

(ref. 23)

For the purpose of comparison, all the above mentioned
o
lattice parameters were converted to A units using the fac
tor t .00202 - and were reduced to 25° C. using the proper
thermal expansion coefficient as determined experimentally
in this Investigation.

Table III, page 12, lists these

reduced values, and they are plotted in Figure 8 together
with the results of this investigation.
Owen and Roberts

oA

(1959) measured the thermal expan

sion coefficients of four silver-indium alloys (containing
7-10, 12,33* 15-14, and 18.17 atomic per cent of indium),
by taking a series of photographs in a high-temperature
camera.

This was done in the temperature range from 25°

to 300° 0.
Simmons and Balluffl
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(I960) calculated the equilib

rium concentration of lattice vacancies of 99.9995? silver
near its melting point.
A survey of literature did not reveal any work done
on either the accurate density determination or on the
study of imperfections in the silver-Indium system.

PART

I

LATTICE PARAMETERS AND THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS

CHAPTER

III

EXPERIMENTAL
I. MATERIAL USED
All the samples used throughout this investigation
were made of special high purity silver and Indium - each
was 99*999+ per cent pure, supplied by the American Smel
ting and Refining Company.

The spectrochemical analyses

of these two metals are given in Appendix A.
Indium was supplied in the form of a small rod which
was easy to cut with a knife.
rod form as well as in splatters.

Silver was supplied in a
The latter form was

more convenient for the preparation of the silver - Indium
alloys.

II. PREPARATION OP THE SILVER-INDIUM ALLOYS
Roth silver and indium were weighed accurately on an
analytical balance in the proper amounts to make about
5-gram samples of the desired composition.

The weights

were accurate down to the fourth decimal of a gram.
The metals were then placed inside a clean, dry fused
quartz tube closed at one end.

The tube with its contents

was evacuated to a pressure of about 4 millimeters of
cury, using a mechanical vacuum pump and then the tube

mer
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was sealed off.
The metals inside the evacuated, sealed tube were
heated in an electric tube furnace to about 1000° 0.
The temperature was maintained at that level by adjusting
the electric current manually.

After melting, the two

metals were mixed together by shaking the tube in all
possible directions outside and also within the furnace.
These operations were continued for about one hour and then
the molten alloy, thoroughly mixed within the quartz tube,
was removed from the furnace and rapidly quenched in cold
water.

Quenching was necessary to prevent any chance for

segregation during solidification.
The solidified and dried ingot was then sealed off
inside an evacuated fyrex glass tube, then homogenized for
five hours at 500° 0.

Homogenization or simple annealing

was carried out inside a small electric furnace.

The

temperature Inside this electric furnace was maintained at
500 t 10° 0. using a thermocouple-temperature controller
arrangement.

The sample was then furnace cooled to room

temperature.
Powder was filed from both ends of each ingot and was
then examined by X-ray diffraction for homogeneity.

As

there was very little or no change in the lattice parameter
of the powder samples of the same ingot, the alloys
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prepared in this way were deemed to be homogeneous.
It should be mentioned that quenching from the molten
state resulted in holes and shrinkage voids inside these
ingots which made them unsuitable for density determina
tions.

However, they were satisfactory for X-ray

inve stigations.
A careful examination of the silver-indium phase
diagram (Figure 1, page 11), Indicates that:

(1) It is

necessary to quench the molten alloy till it is completely
solidified, In order to prevent segregation due to
equilibrium cooling.

non

(2) The annealing time can be

reduced to a minimum by heating the corresponding alloy a
few degrees below its solidus temperature, i.e. from 700°
to 900° C. depending on the alloy composition.

The mobi

lity of the atoms is higher at such high temperatures, and
so, the time required to reach equilibrium conditions is
relatively short.

However, due to limitations Imposed by

the use of fyrex-glass tubing, the annealing temperature
was chosen to be 500° C . , which is slightly lower than the
softening range of Pyrex-glass.

(3) The rate of cooling

the alpha-phase alloys from the annealing temperature is
not critical as the solvus line of the alpha-phase is
almost a vertical line (from 500° to 0° 0.).
■since silver and indium were both melted under vacuum,
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their initial weights were taken to represent the chemical
composition of the final alloys.

III. PREPARATION OP THE POWDER SAMPLES
The skin layer of the Ingot was removed by filing and
then powder was filed away from different parts of the
ingot.

The powder was annealed at 300° C. inside small,

evacuated and sealed Pyrex glass tubes for two hours in
order to relieve the lattice distortion caused by filing.
Then the powder was sized through bolting cloth, and only
the portion which passed through was used for the glass
hair powder mount.
A hair of lithium-boron glass of about 0.08 mm. dia
meter w&3 glued to the tip of the sample holder - and so
adjusted that the glass hair rotated along the axis of the
X-ray camera.

The hair wa3 then covered with a thin coat

ing of oil which served as an adhesive medium for mounting
the powder.

The powder was spread over the oil coated

glass hair in such a way that the overall diameter was
equal or less than 0.2 mm.

It was essential not to exceed

this limit in order to prevent broad diffraction lines as
well as to reduce line shifting due to absorption.
An excentric rotation of the sample, which also broadens
the diffraction lines, was prevented by careful centration.
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Thermostat
(camera inside)
X-ray tube

Thermostat
water — _
supply

Thermometer

Power
transformer

Figure £

X-Ray machine and thermostat arrangement

The above photo is intended to show the elaborate
thermostat arrangement by means of which it was possible
to maintain the temperature of the sample between 10 and
65 degrees C. with an accuracy of ± 0.05 degree.
The camera is placed inside the thermostat.
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The same hair could be used over and over.

The old

powder sample was removed by means of a piece of cotton,
moistened with acetone and the new powder was mounted on
the glass hair as described above.
Most of the above mentioned operations were performed
under the microscope.

IV. FILM LOADING AND MBASGHSMiSNT
The asymmetric film loading method was used.

The

details and advantages of this technique are described in
the literature2^.

V. TEKFERa TURR CONTROL
All exposures were made at constant levels of tempera
ture.

The whole X-ray camera was placed in a thermostat,

as shown in Figure 2, page 19.

The temperature of the

camera could be maintained between 10° and 65° C. with an
aoouracy of 0.05° 0. by circulating water.

VI. INDEXING OF THE SILVER DIFFRACTION PATTERN
The silver diffraction pattern was indexed by a
graphical method, using the reciprocal lattice.
graph for C u X ^

The

radiation is shown in Figure 3, page 21,

The same indexing is good for the alpha-phase of the Ag-In
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Figure 3- Indexing of the silver diffraction
pattern for C u K ^radiation.
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system as the increase In the indium content within the
alpha-range does not result in appreciable shifting of the
diffraction lines.

VII. SELECTION OF THE PROPER

RADIATION

Back reflection lines at the highest possible diffrac
tion angle are necessary for precise lattice parameter
determinations.

The lines must also be sharp because the

precision of the lattice parameter determination increases
with sharpness.
It is nearly always possible to find the proper radiao
tion for producing lines with a glancing angle 9 above 75
of arc.

A simple graphical method, which is easy to

apply especially in the case of the cubic powders, has been
described2"^.
Figure 4, page 23, shows that both CuK^, CoK^ radia
tions will give the lowest beck reflection angle " 2 ^ "
(about 11.5°) for a pure silver sample.

On the other

hand, the power rating of a copper X-ray tube Is higher
than that of a similar cobalt tube due to the fact that
copper is a better heat conductor than cobalt; thus one can
use a higher current and a shorter exposure time with a
copper X-ray tube.
Figure 3, page 21, 3hows the silver diffraction
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Figure 4.

Choice of the proper radiation for silver

(Copper radiation gives the lowest back reflection angle)
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pattern for OuK^ radiation; the 3 3 3 , 511

diffraction lines

are sharp and intense which confirms the selection of CuK©<
as the proper radiation.

VIII. DETERMINATIOH OP LATTICE PARAMETERS
The lattice parameters of silver and of silver-indium
alloys within the alpha-phase, were all calculated from the
last indices (£. h 2 = 27, i.e. hkl = 333 or 5 1 1 ), using the
following formula, which Is good only for the cubic system:
a
where

s

0.5 N ( h 2+k2+l2 )°*5 / sin 9

(1)

a Is the lattice parameter of the cubic sample,

\

the wave length of the radiation used (CuK^ = 1.54051 A,
o
and C u K = 1.54433 A), and hkl are the Miller indices of
the reflecting plane.
The 3 3 3 ^

diffraction line was more Intense and easier

to read than the
result.

line, thus giving a more reliable

All the measured lattice parameters are referred

to the temperature at which the powder sample was maintain
ed during exposure.

IX. PURE SILVER
Table I, page 6, lists the preoise lattice parameters
of silver that have been reported earlier, together with
the result of the present Investigation.

All these
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values are reduced to the same temperature (25° C.), and to
o
the same units (A).
Lattice Distortion and Recovery
During the preparation of the powder sample, mechani
cal stresses are generated inside the powder being Tiled as
a result of the severe cold working that has been applied.
These retained internal stresses cause lattice distortion
which results in diffuse back reflection lines.

Annealing

of the powder relieves these stresses, and results in
sharper and clearer diffraction lines.
Lattice distortion may also be relieved by relaxation
at room temperature; l.e. allowing enough time for the atoms
of the powder to relax and assume stable lattice positions.
Relaxation may be considered as a process of annealing,
conducted at room temperature for a longer period of time.
Powder was filed away from a 99-999 per cent pure Ag
ingot, in a trial to study the effeot of time on the
relief, at room temperature, of lattice distortions caused
by filing.

Several X-ray diffraction photographs were

taken of this powder, one pattern after smother (the expo
sure time was 50 minutes for each).

The first pattern,

which was photographed Immediately after filing and mount
ing the powder sample, showed diffuse back reflection
lines and it was Impossible to distinguish between the
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0 hour
after filing

4 hours
after filing

Figure 5

1 hour
after filing

2
hours
after filing

6 hours
after filing

24 hours
after filing

Effect of tine on the recovery of 99«999/»
silver at room temperature.
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333c<\ and 333o<2 diffraction lines.

However, as the time

passed, the separation between these lines became more and
more pronounced:

The separation was measurable two hours

after filing, and almost perfect separation was attained
in 24-hours.
Figure 5, page 26, shows the graphs (obtained from a
micro-densitometer) of the 333^1 and 3 3 ^ 2 diffraction
lines (at a magnification ratio of 5:1) of the different
films obtained in the described way, using Gu radiation.
The same experimental procedure was conducted on a
less pure silver sample (99*99% Ag) - and the results are
shown in Figure 6, page 28.
separation between the 3 3 3 ^

Figure 6 shows that no
and 3 3 3 ^ lines occurred

during the first 24-hours, and that it took the 99. 99% Ag
sample five days to attain the same amount of recovery as
that reached by the 99.999^ Ag sample in just two hours.
A third experiment was conducted to study the effect
of oxygen on the rate of recovery of deformed silver.
A 99.999% Ag ingot was melted Inside an electric tube fur
nace, the temperature of which was maintained at 1050° 0.
Air was circulated inside the furnace in order to allow
the molten silver to pick up oxygen.

(It is well known

that silver has an affinity for oxygen especially at high
temperatures - and that the solubility of oxygen in silver
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Effect of time on the recovery of 99. 9 9 %
silver at room temperature.
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exhibits a minimum value at about 400° 0., which suggests
that oxygen exists as the element in silver above 400° 0.
aO

and combines with silver to an oxide, Ag20, below 400° 0^°)
After three hours of heating and circulating air, the
molten silver was removed from the furnace and quenched in
water.
Quenching the molten mass resulted in porous metallic
globules.

A powder sample was filed away from one of

these globules, and then X-ray films were made in the same
way.

The results are shown in Figure 7, page 30.

They

indicate that separation between the 3 3 3 ^ and 33Z^2 lines
can be detected sometime between the first and second day,
and that the separation is almost complete in five days
after filing the sample.
These three experiments conducted on 99-999% and 99-99%
pure silver, and silver containing oxygen prove that impuri
ties present even in small amounts retard the rate of
recovery (at room temperature) of cold worked silver.
ho attempt was made to study the variation in the
heights of the 333^.^ peaks as obtained from the different
films because:
same way;

(1) the films were not all developed in the

(2) the intensity of the incident X-ray beam

depended to a large extent on the alignment of the camera
facing the X-ray tube.

It was necessary to remove the
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after filing

0 hour
after filing

3 days
after filing

figure 7

25 hours
after filing

b days
after filing

2 days
after filing

5 days
after filing

Effect of tine on the recovery (at room
temperature) of powder filed away from a
silver ingot that has been molted in air
for three hours and then water quenched.

camera for loading and unloading each film, and consequent
ly, it was impossible to maintain the intensity of the
incident X-ray beam at one standard level for all the films
exposed in this way.

X. SOLUBILITY LIMIT OP THE ALPHA-PHASE AT 25°C
Two or three powder samples were taken from each alloy,
o
annealed as mentioned and X-ray film patterns made at 25 0.
Thi3 served as a homogeneity test and at the same time it
was used to determine the solubility limit of the alphaphase of the silver-indium system.
Teble IV, page 32, lists the lattice parameters of the
face centered cubic (F.C.C.) alpha-phase of the different
silver indium alloys.

Most of the lattice parameters

were calculated from measurements of the 3 3 3 ^

diffraction

lines as these were more intense and easier to read than
«. **
the 333^2 diffraction lines.
In the two-phase region K+tf
however, the 3 3 3 ^ lines were overlapped by some
diffraction lines.

Therefore, the 333^2

Tf-phase

raotion

lines, being free of such interference, were used to
measure the corresponding lattice spacings.
The values of these lattice parameters, together with
the results of the previous investigators, are plotted in
Figure 8, page 33, versus the indium content.
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TABLE IV

lattice

p a r a m e t e r s o f the <*-f b a e e op
SILVER-IHOIUM SYSTEM AT 25.0°C
(Sot corrected Tor refraction)

Indluxa.

(degrees)

(vtj6)

a

0.0000

the

average a,

4.0861

2.0073
5.0000
6.0000
9.0856

12.128
12.157

4.09374
4.09417

4.0939

12.604
12.376

4.10120
4.10075

4.1010

12.748
12.767

4.10332
4.10382

4.1037

13.374
13.355

4.11393
4.11361

4.1138

13*993
13.914

4.12350
4.12335

4.1234

14.370
14.471
14.406

4.13162
4.13349
4.13229

4.1325

14.986
14.973

4.14327
4.14303

4.1432

15.334
15.292

4.15010
4.14927

4.1497

14.872J
14.876*
14.865

4.15135
4.15143
4.15121

4.1513

14.865*
14.876

4.15121
4.15143

4.1512

15.383

4.15108

4.1511

12.0068
14.9998

17.9983
19*9980
22.0062

24.0062
25.994?

•

^

angle

degrees.

o

A
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LATTICE

Plgure 8.

Lattioe parameters of the alpha-phase at 25° 0.
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It should be mentioned here that the gamma-phase has a
hexagonal close-packed structure

29 and that it is believed

to undergo an order-disorder transformation at 187° C.

XI. THERMAL oXPAttdlOh CO£F?ICIi&?S
The relationship between temperature and the
corresponding lattice parameter of a metal or an alloy is
not quite linear - but for all practical purposes one may
assume a straight line relationship within a small
temperature range such as from 10° to 65° C.
The linear thermal expansion coefficient of an alloy
wa3 determined by preparing a powder sample of the alloy
in question and measuring its precise lattice parameter at
four or five different levels of temperature, ranging from
10° to 65° C •

Two and sometimes three X-ray films of a

powder sample were taken at each temperature.

The

average lattioe parameters, obtained at each temperature
were then plotted against the temperature.

In all cases,

this relationship was very close to a linear function and
it was therefore possible to draw a straight line passing
through these points.

iProm the slope of these lines,

the corresponding linear thermal expansion coefficients
were calculated using the following formula:
=

da /

( At

. a^~ )

(2 )
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where <x is the linear thermal expansion coefficient of the
o
sample, a 2^ the precise lattice parameter at 25 C., and
( Aa/ht ) the slope of the line in 1/ °0.
Pure silver
figure 9* page 36, shows the variation of lattice con
stant with temperature for 99-999* pure silver.

According

to this plot, the linear thermal expansion coefficient of
99.999* silver is : 18.73 x 10“6

Oq T 1 .

Silver-Indium Alloys
The linear thermal expansion coefficients were deter
mined for six silver-indium alloys containing varying
amounts of indium, up to twenty two per cent by weight.
The results are listed in Appendix C, and are plotted in
figures 10 through 15, pages 37 through 42.
It should be mentioned that the 22* In sample was the
only one to oontaln more than one phase ( <x.♦ TS phases) .
However, the diffraction lines of the hexagonal closepacked gamma-phase were faint and all the measurements were
made with the Alpha-phase of the silver-Indium system.
Table V, page 43, lists the linear thermal expansion
coefficients of the seven samples used.
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LATTICE

Figure 9 Variation of lattice constant with temperature
for 99.999 per cent pure silver.
(No refraction
correction).
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LATTICE

Figure 10 Variation of lattice constant with, temperature
for silver-indium alloy containing 5.0018 per cent
by weight of indium.
(No refraction correction).
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LATTICE

Figure 11 Variation of lattice constant with, temperature
for silver-indium alloy containing 9*0856 per cent
by weight of indium.
(No refraction correction).
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LATTICE

Figure 12 Variation of lattice constant with temperature
for silver-indium alloy containing 11.9958 per cent
by weight of Indium.
(No refraction correction).
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LATTIOE

Figure 13 Variation of lattice constant with, temperature
for silver-indium alloy containing 14.9937 per cent
by weight of indium.
(No refraction correction).
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LATTIOE

Figure 14 Variation of lattice constant with, temperature
for silver-indium alloy containing 17-9983 per cent
by weight of indium.
(No refraction correction).
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LATTICE

Pigure 15 Variation of lattice constant with, temperature
for silver-indium alloy containing 22.0002 per cent
by weight of indium.
(No refraction correction).
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TABLE

T

LIMBAR THERMAL EXPAB3I0H 00E77X0IEHT3 OF SILVER
ABB SILVER-IELIUM ALLOTS

Indiumjf by weight

<xx 106 (°C7*)

0.000

18.73

5.002

19.02

9.086

19.19

11.996

19.49

14.994

19.87

17.998

20.08

22.000

20.91
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XXI. EFFECT 07 IHOIUM 0 0 H M 7 OS THE LIBRAE THERMAL
JX7ABSI0H 00SF7I0IEUT
Figure 16, page 45, shows the experimental values of
the linear thermal expansion coefficients, obtained between
10° and 65° 0., plotted as a function of the indium content
in weight per eent.

According to this graph, an inorease

in the indium oontent increases the linear thermal expan
sion ooeffioient ef the Ag-In alloy.
This relationship can be represented by the following
equation:
o< = £l8.73 ♦ 0.02042 (In#) ♦ 0.003576 ( I n £ ) 2J

10~6

where ex is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and
(In£) the per oent by weight of indium.
This relationship is of course limited to the <*-phase
of the Ag-In system, whloh extends from pure silver to
about 20.3 per oent by weight of indium, and is valid for
the temperature range 10° to 65° 0.

The addition of

more indium within the two phase ( « ♦ T ) region merely
results in changes in the relative amounts of the two
phases but not in the composition of eaoh phase.
the thermal expansivity of eaoh phase should remain
constant throughout such a two phase region.

Thus
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WEIGHT PER CENT OP INDIUM

Pigure 16 Linear thermal expansion coefficients of
■Silver- indium alloys
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XIII.

L4TTI0B PABAMSTSHS RfiPUOSD TO “25.0° 0."

In order to derive aocurate lattioe spacings from
photographs made in cylindrical powder cameras, it la
necessary to account for the systematic errors due to
inaccurate knowledge of temperature, due to refraction
and absorption of the X-ray beam by the specimen, and to
eccentricity of the specimen In the camera, divergence of
the X-ray beam and height of the specimen irradiated.
It has already been shown that a change of only 1.0° C. in
the temperature of the silver-indium alpha-phase sample,
will result In an approximate change of 8 x 10“^ £ in the
corresponding lattice spacing.

This fact shows clearly

why it is necessary to control, and to report the tempera
ture for all precise lattice parameter measurements.
By using the technique mentioned, all the errors exoept refraction, arc physically reduced to small propor
tions.

(See Chapter IV, page 50).

The thermal expansion plots provide e convenient way
to got a more representative value for the lattioe
parameter of eaoh sample, and at the same time to cheek
the reproducibility of the preolse lattioe parameter
measurement.
The lattioe parameters of the different samples,
measured at the different levels of temperature for the
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thermal expansion study, were all reduced to the tempera
ture 25.0° 0. using the following equation:

a25
where

=

at

ll * ** (25*°

"

%\]

(3)

is the lattioe parameter a^, reduced from the

temperature t

to 25.0° 0., and «< is the experimental

linear thermal expansion coefficient of the alloy in
question.
The standard deviation HS", and the most probable
error in measuring the preoise lattice parameters "S,M,
30
were calculated from the following equation :
s

= yj ^l(da)2 / (n - 1)

S' =
where

0.675

( 4)

(S)

(5)

S is the standard deviation, 3* is the most prob

able error, n is the number of runs, and (da) is the devia
tion of the lattice parameter from the mean.
The lattice parameters were corrected for refraction
using the following formula?':
a oorx.
where

=

ao

-

[(5.*>

f

IQ'6 ) /2-h2^

(6)

aQ is the lattioe parameter to be corrected for

refraction, ^ is the experimental density of the substance
in gm/cc, and hkl are the Miller indices of the reflecting
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plane from which the lattice parameter was calculated.
The refraction correction calculated in this way for
2
o
(2Lh = 27) was:
+ 0.00014 A, for both silver and the
silver-indium alloys within the<*-range.

This correction

was added to all the lattice constants in order to correct
for the deviation from Bragg’s Law, which is caused by the
slight difference in the wave length of X-rays in air and
in the medium of the crystal.
The precise lattice parameters of silver and the
silver indium alloys, derived from thermal expansion
measurements, are listed in Table VI, page 49.
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TABLE VI
PRECISE LATTIOE PARAMETERS OP SILVER ASD SOME
SILVER-IBDIUM ALLOTS REDUCED TO 2 5 C.
(Corrected for refraction.)

.

Ia$ by wt.

a25 ,

o
A

0.000

4.08626

♦ 0.00004

5.002

4.10117

♦ 0.00005

9.086

4.11414

♦ 0.00006

11.996

4.12341

♦ 0.00018

14.994

4.13199

♦ 0.00005

17.998

4.14319

t 0.00008

22.000

4.15141

± 0.00003

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
By using the technique mentioned, systematic errors
due to temperature, absorption in the specimen, eccentric
ity of the specimen in the camera, divergence of the X-ray
beam, and height of the specimen irradiated are all
physically reduced to small proportions.
Very accurate centering of the specimen in the camera
reduces eccentricity errors.

Absorption and beam diver

gence errors are minimised by the use of very thin speci
mens and fine X-ray beams, while the height of the irradia
ted specimen is kept small.

Thus, it is not necessary

to extrapolate the lattice parameter values obtained from
the various diffraction lines to the Bragg angle 90°.
In this way, a precision in the order of (1 : 100,000) is
believed to have been reached in measuring the lattioe
parameters of silver and the silver-indium alloys.
All the lattioe parameters are reported in Angstroms
o
(using O u A ^ = 1.54051 A), in order to facilitate further
density and imperfection studies.

It is unfortunate that

there is still a degree of uncertainty, probably of about

0.005% in the factor 1.00202, used to convert kX units to
Angstrom units (1 x 10“® cm).

This is due to the fact

that measurements with ruled gratings are not precise
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enough, even though the/ allow the determination of wave
lengths in absolute units of length:

if wave lengths in kX

units are aoourate to 0.001# then wave lengths in Angstrom
units are probably accurate to only 0.004#

.

therefore,

the reason for continuing to use the kX system of units is
the greater relative precision with which X-ray wavelengths
are known as well as the amount of work already published
in terms of these units.

In the study of imperfections,

which will follow, the results of the X-ray measurements
must be expressed in Angstrom units in order to relate the
former to the cubic centimeter.
fable I, page 6, lists the precise lattioe parameters
of silver that have been reported earlier, together with
the result of this investigation.

for the purpose of

comparison, all these values have been reduced to the same
temperature (25*0° 0.), and to the same units (Angstroms).
The slight variations in these reported values may be
explained in t e n s of the variation in the purity of the
silver samples being examined, as well as the variation in
the precision of controlling and measuring the temperature
of the sample during the time of exposure.

The tempera

ture factor is believed to be more effective in causing
such variations.

The eccentric position of the sample

mount in the X-ray camera may be a further reason.

It

should also be mentioned that the X-ray diffraction camera
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used throughout this investigation, was so designed that
it was possible to check and to correct for eccentricity.
This is a definite advantage over most commercial cameras,
where the investigator has to rely on the precision
achieved by the manufacturer.
Indium was found to expand the lattioe of silver,
which was expeoted because of the larger atomic size of
indium as compared with that of silver.
The atomic
o
o
radius of indium is 1.663 A, and that of silver is 1.445 A
(for the coordination number 12).

The fact that the

radius ratio between the indium and the silver atoms lies
within the 15 per cent limit, may explain according to
Hume-Rothery^, the existance of the extensive solid solu
bility of indium in silver as shown in Figure 1, page 11.
The solubility limit of the alpha-phase of the silverindium system, according to the present investigation, is
at 20.3 % by weight of indium.

This solubility limit

(Figure 8, page 33) is slightly higher than the value of
19-2 % , reported by Weibke and Eggers

22

in 1935*

The linear thermal expansion coefficient of silver of
the present investigation is 18.73 x 10*^ °o7', within the
temperature range 10

O

to 65

A

C., and is slightly lower than

the published values'* (about 19.08 x 10"^ ° o T' within the
temperature range 0° to 100°0.)

This difference may be
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due to the variation of expansivity within the temperature
ranges of the above two values, as the expansivity increas
es with increasing temperature.

The purity of the

sample examined may also have some minor effect, as shown
with silver containing small amounts of indium.
The present investigation is the first one to study
the effeot of Indium additions on the change of the linear
thermal expansion coefficient of silver, and to express
this relationship in a mathematical equation.

Figure 16,

page 45, shows this relationship for the face centered
cubic

o<-phase of the silver-indium system:

the linear

thermal expansion coefficient changes from 18.73 x 10”^ for
pure silver to 20.63 x 10**^ °0T1 for the saturated ©C-phase.
The shape of this curve suggests that the thermal expansion
of silver is changed very little by small additions of
indium.

In general, for most practical applications, one

can take the thermal expansion coefficient of the pure
metal as a good estimation of that of the impure metal, as
the variation is very email, if not negligible.
Impurities were found to delay the rate of reoovery of
deformed silver:

it has been shown that it took the 9 9 >99%

silver sample almost five days to attain the same amount of
reoovery reached by the 99*999^ silver sample in just two
hours.

Oxygen in silver was also found to delay the rate

of its recovery
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From Figures 5, 6, and 7 It can be deduced by compar
ing similar line profiles, that the recovery of 99.99$ Ag
is about 40 times slower than 99*999$ Ag, and the recovery
of oxygen containing silver is about 20 times slower than
the former.
This may be a recrystallization phenomenon since very
pare silver, prepared by zone refining, is said to recrys_
34
tallize below 0° 0*
, and since it is known that most
impurities raise the recrystalllzatlon temperature.
It is not possible, using the mentioned X-ray
technique, to conelude whether this is recrystallization
or simple recovery.

However, impurities do delay the

rate of progress of such a process (as mentioned on pages
25 through 3 1 ), and this may provide a convenient way of
cheoking the purity of highly refined silver, and
probably other metals such as Al, Au, U ..... eto.
It may be of interest to mention that a similar
experiment was eonduoted with a silver-indium alloy
containing 2.9973$ indium by weight.
tion between the 333eci and 333^2
month after filing the powder sample.
experimente were discontinued.

However, no separa
occurred even one
Thus, these

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
(1)

Silver and indium used for making the samples were

both 99*999+ par cent pure.
(2)

The room temperature (25° 0.) solid solubility limit

of the f.C.G. alpha-phase of the silver-indium system is
at 20.3 per oent by weight of indium.
(3)

Impurities in silver, present even in small amounts,

delay its rate of reoovery at room temperature.

(This

any also be a recrystallization phenomenon).
(4)

The linear thermal expansion ooeffiolents of the

different silver-indium alloys within the temperature
range 10° to 65° C. are:
18.73 x 1 0 - 6

(°o.-

5.002 % In alloy

19.02 X 1 0 - 6

(°0.“

9.086 % In alloy

19.19 x 1 0 " 6

<°c.-

11.996 % In alloy

19.49 X ,o'6

(°0.“

14.994 % In alloy

19.87 x .O-6

<°o.-

In alloy

20.08 x .o-6

< v

22.000 % In alloy

20.91 x to-6

(°0.’

9 9 .9 9 9 % pure silver

u
CO
o\

0\
•

t-

and can bo represented by the following first degree,
second order polynomial:
o< = [1 8 .7 3 + 0.02042 (Injf) ♦ 0.003576 (InjC)2 ^ x lo”6 °oT1
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(5)

The precise lattice parameters (reduced to 25-0° C.
o
and corrected for refraction, using CuK*j = 1.54051 A) of
silver and the silver-Indium alloys within the alpha-range
are as follows:
99*999 % pure silver

4.08626 t 0.00004

A

5.002 % In alloy

4.10117 ± 0.00005

£

9.036 % In alloy

4.11414 ± 0.00006

£

11.996 % In alloy

4.12341 ± 0.00018

£

14.994 % In alloy

4.13199 t 0.00005

£

17.998 % In alloy

4.14319 ± 0.00008

£

22.000 % In alloy

4.15141 i 0.00003

£

PART

II

DENSITIES AMS LATTIOE PERFECTION

CHAPTER VI
I. GENERAL
Density measurements are of prime importance in
crystal structure determinations in establishing the number
of atoms present in the unit cell.

They also provide

information which establishes whether solid solutions are
interstitial or substitutional in nature.
Accurate density measurements are required (together
with the lattioe spacing, atomic weights, and Avogadro's
number), to evaluate the structure.

It is clear that

every effort must be made to insure that the alloy samples
used for density measurements are free from voids as these
affect the measurements in the same way as the presence of
lattioe vacancies.
The hydrostatic weighing method, which is based on the
"principle of Arohimedes", was used to determine the bulk
densities of the samples used.

This method involves

weighing the sample in air, and weighing it while being
immersed in a liquid of known density.

Such liquid must

have low surface tension in order to assure the filling of
deep areas on the surface of the crystal grains.

Xylene

was chosen for this purpose beoause of its low
surface tension and its low vapor pressure (which means
small changes in its temperature due to evaporation).

It
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was necessary to find the density of this liquid at the
various temperatures.

11. DETERMINATION 0? THE DENSITY OF XYLENE
’’Natural Histological Xylene” liquid, C g H ^ C H ^ ^
supplied by Fisher Scientific Company.

was

The density of

this liquid was determined at different levels of temperature ranging from 20° to 35° 0., using a thermostatically
controlled pycnometer and triple distilled water.
The method used for the determination of the density
of xylene Is briefly as follows t

A 25 - ml. Fisher

pycnometer was thoroughly cleaned, dried and weighed In air.
It was then filled with deaerated triple distilled water,
and placed Inside a thermostat whose temperature was
controlled with an aoouraoy of ± 0.02° 0.

The pyonoaeter

was left Immersed in the olroulatlng water of the thermo
stat for one hour so that the pyonoaeter together with its
contents attained the temperature of the thermostat.
A clean strip of filter paper was then used to remove
excess liquid from Inside of the pyonoaeter, and to adjust
its level to the mark on the pyonoaeter neok.

The pyono-

aeter was then reoheoked for the absence of gas bubbles,
removed from the thermostat, dried on the outside, oooled
to room temperature, and finally weighed.
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The difference in the weight of the pycnometer before
and after filling it with water, gave the net weight of the
distilled water being used to fill its marked volume at
that particular temperature of the thermostat.

This

weight was then corrected for buoyant effect of the air
using the following equation:

a «

a

+

s^(

-

1/ a

}

(7)

where m is the mass of the object, s - its weight in air,

& - the density of air at the time of weighing,

fm-

the

approximate density of the object being studied, and A the density of the weights.
The above equation is not exast, but is amply accurate
35
for most of the work with solids and liquids
.
The factor 6*( l/fQ + */&), is the "buoyancy reduction
factor".

It was calculated and found to be 0.0009993 for

wator, and 0.001205 for xylene, using the following
values:
A

S

8.4

tm 3E 1 .00
P*

3

t' 3

0.85
0.001140

gm/oo

for brass

ga/co

for water

gm/oo

for xyleno
gm/cc

The mass of the distilled water together with its

speolfio volume as listed in the International Critioal
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Tables^, were used to calculate the volume of the pycnomet
er

at the corresponding thermostat temperature.
The pyonoaeter was then emptied, cleaned, dried and

filled with xylene.

The mass of xylene which occupied

the saae volume as water did (at the same temperature), was
determined in the saae way, and finally the density of
xylene at that temperature was calculated simply by divid
ing the mass of xylene by the corresponding volume.
The same procedure was repeated at several levels of
temperature, ranging from 20° to 35° 0.

The results are

listed in Table VII, page 62, and the densities of xylene
reduoed to vacuo are plotted vermis temperature in Figure
17, page 6 3 .
These experimental densities are slightly lower ( by
0.0022 gm/oo) than the values oaloulated for m-xylene,
C q H j q , from the following equation^:
dt = 0.88151 - 0.8515/105 t - 0.8515/106 t2 - 1 .73/109 t5 .
where

dt is the density of m-xylene at t° C.
Commercial xylene however, is a mixture of meta, para,

and ortho-xylene, and this may acoount for the difference
in the density of m-xylene and "natural histological xylene"
as shown in Figure 17, page 6 3 .
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TABLE VII
DETERMINATION 07 THE DEH3ITT 07 THE LIQUID XILEBE

AT DI77B&EHT TEMPERATURE

T a m p . “xylene
<°0.)
(ga*)

“water
(g»)

water
volume
(o*3/ga)

voluma of
pycnometer
(ear)

Density of
xylene
(ga/co)

20.0

21.6684
21.6589

25.0777
25.0890

1 .00177

25 •1221
25.1334

0.86250
0.86173

23.0

21.6025
21.6019

25.0703

1.00244

25.1315

0.85956
0.85953

25.0

21 .5589

25.0608

1.00294

25.1345

0.85772

30.0

21.4543

25.0280
25.0218

1.00435

25.1369
25.1306

0.85348
0.85369

35.0

21.3465

24.9947
24.9876

1.00598

25.1442
25.1370

0.84897
0.84921
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Figure 17

Density of xylene reduced to vacuo.
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III. PREPAEATIOH Of THE SAMPLES
The alio/ samples for density determination were pre
pared in a way more or less similar to that described in
Chapter III, page 15*

However, several precautions were

taken to avoid the formation of holes and cavities inside
the specimens.
Specimen masses were in the range 10 to 12 grams.
They were melted in larger evacuated and sealed quartztubes (8-mm. diameter) and they were air cooled in a hori
zontal position to allow for solidification without the
formation of deep shrinkage cavities.

Air cooling (vhloh

is a slower rate of oooling than water quenching) made it
necessary to homogenize the solidified alloy samples at a
higher temperature and for a longer time than that speci
fied in Chapter III of this dissertation.

finally, all

the speolmens were homogenized at 550° 0. for one day.
The specimens were then filed to remove surfaoe
imperfections and a hole was drilled in eaoh one in order
to suspend them during weighing.

The speolmens were then

etched with warm diluted nltrio sold (one part HHO^ to
three parts HgO) to remove the surface disturbed layer, and
finally, they were thoroughly washed in distilled water and
dried in vacuum.
Two samples, each of about 30 grams weight were out
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directly from a 99>999% silver rod supplied by the American
Smelting and Refining Company.

Mo heat treatment was

given to these two samples.

IV. METHOD O F MEASURING THE BULK DENSITY
The metallic specimens were weighed in air and then in
xylene.

Precautions were taken to get rid of all the air

bubbles which
the specimens.

might have been adhering to the surfaoe of
This was done by shaking and deaerating

the liquid while the specimens were fully Immersed in it.
The temperature of the air and that of the liquid, together
with the barometric pressure at the time of weighing were
all recorded.
The weight of the sample in eaoh case was obtained by
weighing the sample while it was suspended by a platinum
wire (0.2 mm. in diameter) hung from one of the balance
pan holders, and by weighing the wire alone under the same
surrounding conditions.

The difference between these two

weights gave the net weight of the sample.
The density of the speoimen was then calculated using
the following formula
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:

r

d

weight of sample in air
~l
= < V dJ
-------------------------------+ d .
8 L.10SS in weight of sample in liq.J
8

where

(8)

da is the density of the sample at the temperature
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of measurement, d-, and d

O

are the densities of xylene and

air respectively, at the time of measurement.
All the densities obtained in this say sere then

(9)
where

dg is the density of the speolaen at the temperature

t s , and * is the linear thermal expansion coefficient of
the alloy in question, determined experimentally.
The results of the density measurements of the Ag and
Ag-In samples are shown in Appendix D, and are summarized
(reduced to 25.0° 0.) in fable VIII, page 67.

Figure 18,

page 68, shows these densities plotted versus the
composition in weight per oent of indium.

V. THE NUMBER OF ATOMS FEE UNIT CELL

Each silver-indium alloy was assigned the chemloal
formula: Aging, assuming that on the average, a molecule
in the alloy oonslsts ef one silver atom and (x) indium
atom, (x) being a fraction.
The factor (x) was oaloulated for eaoh alloy by
eonvertlng the weight percentages to atom percentages
using the following formula:
(In* / 114.82)

(10)

x
(Ag* / 107.87)
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TABLE VIII

DEHSIfIJiS O W JHE SILVER AML T H E S I L V E R - I H D I U M ALLOTS
(Reduced to 25.0° 0.)

Composition (wt.*)

Sample w t .
(g®.)

Density

(gm/oo)

99-999% Ag
(sample I)
(sample II)
(sample III)

28.6
30.8
10.2

10.4916 ± 0.0003
10.4897 * 0.0002
10.490 t 0.001

5-000* In

9.3

10.383

♦ 0.002

10.002* In

8.7

10.287

+ 0.002

10.2

10.196

± 0.002

9.1

10.102

± 0.002

14.994*
19.001* In
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DEUSITY

IiJEIUM WEIGHT PEH CEHI

Pigure 18. Effeot of Indium content on density at 25.0

o

0.
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where

ln% , Ag % are the weight percentages of indium and

silver, while 114.32 and 107.87 are the atomic weights of
indium and silver respectively (on the basis of the Isotope
0 = 12.000) .
The molecular weight of the alloy Aglnx was obtained
simply by multiplying the atomic weight of indium (114.82)
by the fraction (x) and adding the product to the atomic
weight of silver (107.870).
Combining the X-ray measurements of the lattice
parameters together with the density measurements, it was
possible to calculate the number of moleoules of Aglnz per
unit cell for the various alloys.

The following formula

was used:
Actual number of moleoules per unit cell = (d ▼ H0 )/(M.)
where

d is the experimental density, v is the volume of

the unit cell, M is the moleoular weight of the alloy Agln^,
and Nq the Avogadro's Humber (6.0240 x 102^).
Finally, the number of atoms per unit oell In the
Aglx^ alloy was obtained by multiplying the number of
moleoules per unit oell by the faotor (1 ♦ x ) .
The results of these calculations are shown in
Table IX, page 72, and are plotted versus the composition
in Figure 19, page 73.
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VI. ERROR CALCULATION
The calculation of the actual number of molecules, or
atoms per unit oell (n*)» Involves four different measure
ments; d, v, N0 , and M, as shown on page 69.

There is of

course an error associated with eaoh one of these values.
Oaloulus provides the means for estimating the total
error made in calculating n'.

The following equation^

was used for this purpose:

\L

LV’
where

a,

d,

33 a) 2,
a

It

)

&Q ,

r "
* 3 ■„ /

ItS Af
V a 7

'
J

<M)

A are the standard deviations of the

separate measurements, ?a/a, ^d/d, ~dl0/N0 , ~ak/k are the
relative errors, and f j , f2 , t y f^ are safety factors,
eaoh of them is equal or larger than one.
The importance of these safety factors has been
lA
thoroughly dlsoussed by Straumanls
.
It is the task of
the inveetlgator to estimate the value of the faotor ”f n for
eaoh kind of measurement, so that the systematic error is
Included in the deviation.
It was assumed that:
fj = fj = 1

for all the camples

f4 = 1

for pure silver

f^ ss 3

for all the eilver-indium alloys
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*2 = 2

for the 30-gram samples

f2 = 3

for the 10-gram samples

These safety factors were chosen based on the
following considerations:
1. The high precision obtained in measuring the
lattice parameters, using the mentioned technique.
2. The accuracy of the internationally accepted
values of the atomic weights of the elements is
high ooapared with the relatively lower aoouraoy
in calculating the molecular weights of the Aglnx
alloys from weight measurements during the alloy
preparation.
3 * Bulk density determination is more reliable using
heavier samples.
A good value of Avogadro's lumber is: (6.0240 t 0.0003
23
x 10 ), and the atomic weights of silver and indium, as
listed in the 1961

"International Union of Pure and Applied

Chemistry" table of atomic weights are:
Ag

a

107.870

t 0.003

In

3

114.820

1 0.005

based on the isotope C = 1 2 .000.
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TABLE IX
ACTUAL HUMBER OP ATOMS PER UMIT OELL "n,H, OP THE
SILVER-IHDIUM SAMPLES

n*
X
Moleoules
atoms
per
la* in Aging per u.o.
oell

unit

Yaoaneies Yaounde:
par unit per oug
cell*
(x 10 20

0

0.0000

3.9973

3.9973 t 0.00035

0.0027

0.395

5

0.0494

3.7998

3.9876 t 0.0024

0.0124

1.80

10

0.1044

3.6078

3.9844 t 0.0019

0.0156

2.24

15

0.1658

3-4141

3.9801 t 0.0022

0.0199

2.83

19

0.2204

3-2580

3.9760 t 0.0023

0.0240

3 .3 6

* Maximua amount of vacancies if porosity it sxoludod.
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WEIGHT PEE. CEEI OP IHDIUM.

Pigure 19

Actual number of atoms per unit oell n' versus
the indium content.
(Shaded area represents the probable error)

CHAPTER VII
DISGUSSIOH

or

RESULTS

It has already been mentioned that densities are of
extreme importance In the evaluation of the imperfections
of the structure, as well as in establishing whether the
solid solution is interstitial or substitutional in nature.
There is no doubt that the hydrostatic weighing method
is the most accurate method for density measurements of
solid samples.

However, there are certain factors which

cannot be overlooked whenever one talks about the acouracy
of such a method.
Holes, oavities and mieroeraeks inside a solid sample
oannot be filled with the liquid in whloh it is immersed
and hence, they will lower the density value obtained.
This is definitely the main disadvantage whloh must be borne
in mind before trying to reach any positive conclusion
regarding the perfection of a structure.
One way to eliminate the porosity of the sample is to
subjeot it to series of steps of rolling and annealing,
followed by density determinations.

If the sample was

initially porous, an increase in the density should bo
noticed - and after several steps, the density should
become constant indicating that all the pores have been
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filled.

These rolling operations however, need relative

ly large samples and are not practical for the 10-gram
silver-indium alloy samples.
Extreme oare has been paid in the preparation of the
alloy samples in order to prevent shrinkage voids, and the
fact that the actual number of atoms per unit oell (n‘) for
the various samples was always between 3.98 and 4.00,
suggests that a great amount of porosity was absent,
because porosity should have caused greater variations in
density of the separate samples.
If the presenoe of porosity inside the samples is to
be excluded, the fact that (n* ♦ A n ' )

for all the alloys,

is always lower than four (the number of atoms per unit
oell in a perfeet f.0.0. crystal structure), indicates that
the alpha-phase of the silver-indium system is substitu
tional and not interstitial in nature.

This conclusion

is to be expected sines the atomic radius of indium
(1.663 A) is 15Jf larger than that of silver (1.443 1).
There is another possibility however, that there may
be interstitial atoms together with vacancies or voids
within the sample and the latter outbalance the former,
that this results in (n') lees than four.

so

Indium inter

stitials however, are highly improbable because the indium
atom is too large to fit in the interstitial sites of the
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structure.
Thus, indium atoms replace silver atoms in the crystal
structure of the F.C.G. alpha-phase, and as the atomic
radius of indium is larger than that of silver, this
replacement of the atoms results in a net expansion of the
unit cell.

This expansion of the lattioe explains the

reason why the density of the silver-indium alpha-phase
decreases with the increase in its indium content (see
figure 16, page 68), even though indium has a higher
atomic weight than that o f silver.
Although the electron-cloud picture of an atom
prevents us from regarding a given atom as a hard sphere
of fixed radius, yet the atomic radius concept is quite
useful as it helps in understanding the structure of
netale and alloys.
figure 20, page 77, shove two functions plotted versus
the indium composition (x in AgXnz ) .

The first function

represents the volumetrio unit oell expansion ( A v ) when
indium is alloyed with silver:
Av
where

»

( a3 AgjM%

a 3 Ag )

(12)

*AgInx And a/g are the lattioe parameters of Agln^

and of Ag respectively.

The second function represents

the calculated lnorease in the volume ( a v oalo )» occupied
by the atoms per unit oell as indium replaces silver:
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Figure 20

Effect of indium content on the expansion of
the unit cell.
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a t

where

,
oalo.

4x

(13)

rIn and rAg are the atomic radii of indium and of

silver respectively for the coordination number 12 (rIn =
1.663 2, rAg = 1.443 2), and 4x is the average number of
silver atoms which are replaced by indium atoms per unit
oell, assuming a total of four atoms per unit oell.
Figure 20, shows that the measured increase in the
volume of the unit oell of the silver-indium alpha-phase is
less than the calculated Increase in the volume occupied by
the atoms in the unit cell when indium atoms substitute for
silver atoms in the crystal lattice (regarding Ag and In
atoms as hard spheres of fixed radii).

This indicates

that if the silver and indium atoms are still regarded as
perfect spheres, then their atomic radii cannot be assumed
to remain unchanged in all of these structures.
Figure 20, suggests that the atomic size of indium decreas
es

when Indium dissolves (the possibility of similar

changes in the atomio size of silver is not excluded).
It may be of interest to mention that the X-ray
diffraction patterns of all the silver-indium alpha-phase
alloy samples, up to 20.3£ by weight of indium, showed very
sharp back reflection lines, and that no extra lines were
observed due to the additions of indium up to 20.3^ .
This fact together with the oonolusion that the indium atom
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contracts when dissolving in silver, suggests that there
may be very little, or no distortion in the F.O.C. crystal
lattice of the silver-indium alpha-phase when indium
replaces silver in the lattioe.

Figure 19> page 73, shows that more vacancies are
generated within the structure of the alpha-phase with
increasing indium content.

However, this also may be due

to the variation in the grain size of the different samples.
All the samples were given the same heat treatment during
their preparation.

After etching however, the samples

containing indium showed smaller grain else than that of
pure silver, l.e. a larger total extent of grain surface.
As grain boundaries are always associated with vaoanoles
and imperfectiona, this may explain wholly or at least in
part, why the aotual number of atoms per unit oell (n')
decreases with the increase in indium oontent.
Density determination of single crystals should reveal
how much the grain boundaries are contributing to the
vacant spaoe within the sample.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMM&HY A HD COMO LETS IOHS
(1)

Silver and indium used for making the samples were

both 99*999+ per cent pure.
(2)

The bulk densities

(reduced to 25*0° C.) of silver

and the different silver-indium samples are:
99*999+ % pure silver
0.001

Sample

I.

10.490

gm/co

Sample

II.

10.4916 + 0.0003

gm/co

Sample

III.

10.4897 + 0.0002

gm/cc

5*000 % In alloy

10.383

+ 0.002

gm/oo

10.002 % In alloy

10.287

+ 0.0015

gm/co

14.994 % In alloy

10.196

+ 0.0018

gm/oo

19*001 % In alloy

10.102

+ 0.0019

gm/cc

The number of atoms per unit cell <n'), of the above
mentioned alloys is always less than four, within the
maximum limit of error,

(n' ♦ A n 1).

3*9973

+ 0.00035

atoms/u.o.

In alloy

3.9876

+ 0.0024

a t o m s / u .c .

10.002 % In alloy

3-9844

+ 0.0019

atoms/u.o.

14.994 % In alloy

3.9801

+ 0.0022

atoms/u.c.

19.001 % In alloy

3*9760

+
tm 0.0023

a t o m s / u .c .

99*999 % pure silver
u

8
0
in
(4)

l.e.

It is confirmed that the alpha-phase region of the
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alirer-indium system is substitutional in nature.
(5)

Vacancies were always present in the alpha-phase of

the silver-indium system, end their amount increased with
the increase in the indium content.
(6)

It was not possible to give definitely the reason of

formation, or the origin of these vacancies.

PART

III

HIGH T3MPEBATURB MEASUREXEST3

CHAPTER IX
EXPERIMENTAL
I. GENERAL
The growing Interest in high-temperature technology
and in the physical properties of metallic materials at
elevated temperatures has increased the need for Informa
tion on how the crystal lattice of these materials expands
when exposed to high temperatures.

An X-ray diffraction

camera oapable of giving accurate results at high tempera
tures is of great value in tills respect as it provides
dlrsot means for obtaining data on thermal lattice
expansion as well as on structural ohangss and phase
transformations at high temperatures.
The high temperature powder camera is in principle
a Debye-Scherrer camera equipped with a heating device for
the sample.

She high temperature requirement however,

makes the design of the camera considerably more complic
ated In order to prevent oxidation of the sample as well
as to protect the film from radiant heat.

Besides, it

Is essential to maintain the temperature of the sample at
a oonstant level during the exposure, and to be able to
measure the sample temperature precisely and accurately.
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II. DESCRIPTION OP THE EQUIPMENT
The high temperature camera used in this investigation
was made in Germany by Dr. Seemann.

The main features of

this camera are briefly as follows:
(1) The maximum recommended operating temperature is
1350° C.

The furnace consists of two platinum resistance

heating elements which may be run in series or in parallel.
The series arrangement however, gave satisfactory perform
ance together with the eleotrioal control oirouit shown in
Figure 24, page 8 9 .
(2) The camera is water cooled.

Cooling serves in

protecting both the camera and the film from excessive
heat.

A pressure switch, operated by the oooling water

is inserted in the eleotrioal oirouit as a safety precau
tion to turn off the heating current if the water flow
should stop.
(3) The film is mounted in a movable cassette so that
six different exposures (at different temperatures) can be
obtained on one film.

The camera was originally

designed for the symmetric film loading, but it can be
modified to use the asymmetrio method.

(4 ) The width of the exposed portion of the film is
only 5 -mm., and an aluminum screen is used to protect the
film from heat and light radiation from the furnace.
(5) The oamera is enolosed in an evaouable air-tight
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High temperature
camera

Diffusion
pump

Power
transformer
Mechanical
pump

Rheostat
< v

Control panel for
the thermostat.

Figure 21

Water thermostat

General riew of the high-temperature camera
and its aeeessories (excluding the temperature
eontroller and the X-ray power unit) .
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Temperature controller
and indicator

Voltage stabilizer
for the X-ray unit

Figure 22

Sample drive
motor

Diffusion
pump.

Cooling water

pressure ssltoh

High temperature-camera inside the air-tight
oup.
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Sample holder

Lid

Movable cassette

out
Leads to the furnace
Cooling water

Figure 23

Details of the high-temperature camera with
the v&ouum eup r e m o v e d .
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oup for use with vacuum or a substitute gas, and it is
possible to rotate the sample as well as to move the film
cassette without breaking the vacuum.
The layout and the general details of the high
temperature camera and its accessories are shown in
Figures 21 through 23* pages 85 through 87-

HI.

TJSMPRRATURE CONTROL

The high temperature camera was originally designed
for use with an external adjustable rheostat to control the
power input to the heating coil and thus to control the
final (equilibrium)

temperature of the sample.

Such a

set up however, is not reliable because the line voltage
as well as the f u m a o e characteristics may change during
the experiment.
A better temperature control system, using an eleotronlo controller was adopted.

A simplified eleotrioal

oirouit of this control system is shown in Figure 24,
page 8 9 .

Careful examination of this eleotrioal oirouit

reveals that the aotual funotlon of the temperature control
ler is to Intermittently bypass a small variable resistance
(Ry) which is Inserted in series with the high voltage
side of the power transformer.

This aotlon is equivalent

to inserting and removing the resistance (Rv ) from the

Temperature
Indicating Instrument

Figure 24

Simplified electrical circuit of the
temperature oontrol system.
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oirouit, thus making It possible to pas3 most of the
current directly into the furnace, and use only a small
portion of it for controlling the temperature.
The temperature oontrol achieved in this way is
definitely better than turning the whole current to "on*
and "off", because the described arrangement limits the
temperature drop of the sample to a minimum value.
By the careful setting of the transformer ratio,
and by adjusting the variable resistance

to its lowest

convenient value, it was possible to limit the temperature
.
o
drop to less than 1 1.0 C.
However, due to possible
fluctuations in the line voltage, one may have to inorease
the transformer secondary voltage as well as Inorease the
resistance Rv in order to prevent the heating current from
going out of oontrol.

At any rate, one should keep in

mind that the temperature drop Inoreases with the
Increase in the fluctuation of the heating ourrent (l.e.
with the Inorease in the resistance &T ) .
It was also possible to control the temperature o f the
sample by circulating thermostatically oontrolled water in
the ooollng jaokets of the oamera.

A thermostat (see

figure 21, page 85) was used to oontrol the temperature of
the water at a constant level within the temperature range
25° - 65° 0. with an aoouraoy of

± 0.05° CJ.

It was
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assumed that the sample attained the temperature of the
circulating water after a reasonable length of time (after
about one h o u r ) .
Controlling the temperature of the camera in this
relatively low range was necessary in order to check the
precision of the camera as well as to calibrate its effec
tive radius, using the symmetrical film loading method.
It should be mentioned in this respect that the high
precision of the camera, which was claimed by its manu
facturer, has been checked experimentally by measuring the
lattice parameter of 99.999+3* kg a t 40.0° 0. (4.08739 J)
using this camera, and by comparing it with the previous
result obtained in Part I. of this dissertation (4.08741 1).
Both values have been corrected for refraction.

IV.

TRKPRRATUR£ MSASURRMSHT AID CALIBRATION

A chrome1-alumel thermocouple faoing the powder sample
inside the high temperature camera, was oonneeted to the
electronic controller (see Figure 24, page 89) in order to
oontrol the temperature inside the oamera.

Although the

tip of this thermocouple was placed as close as possible to
the sample, yet it did not necessarily measure the exact
temperature of the sample, because of the presence of the
unavoidable thermal gradients inside the camera.
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It Is unfortunate that such thermal gradients cannot
be eliminated, because of the fact that a gap between the
two parts of the furnace is necessary to insure free
passage of the Incident and reflected X-rays.

So, the

temperature is not uniform inside the camera, and it may
vary from one place to another.

This variation in

temperature may even take place along the sample itself,
but as the size of its exposed portion is very small, it
is safe to assume that the temperature remains uniform all
over this exposed portion of the sample.
Furthermore, the thermocouple used, even though it
did not neoessarily measure the temperature of the exposed
portion of the sample, activated the electronic controller,
and consequently controlled the power supply to the furnace
in such a way that the general distribution of temperature
Inside the camera remained unchanged for each setting of
the controller, i.e. the temperature of the exposed portion
of the sample remained constant during the time of exposure.
Tempera-tore calibration of the high temperature camera
is simply establishing the relationship between the true
temperature of the exposed portion of the sample and the
apparent temperature reading of the temperature indicating
instrument of the eleotronio controller.

This of course

requires accurate knowledge of the precise temperature of
the exposed portion of the sample.
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Several methods have been suggested for measuring the
temperature of the sample.

One method is to replace the

sample by a thermocouple and to measure the e.m.f. genera
ted by means of a potentiometer.

This method however,

does not give reliable results because of the possible
variation in thermal conductivity between the thermocouple
wires and the sample together with its ceramic support.
It is believed that the most accurate temperature
measurements, regardless of the camera design, can be made
by recording the changes that tale place in the diffraction
pattern of the various metals (or solid substances) at
their corresponding transition or melting temperatures

41

Temperature calibration of the indicating instrument
of the electronic controller was aooomplishsd by preparing
several diffraction photographs above and below the melting
point of the metal in question.
the metals ussd are:

The melting points of

In - 156.5° 0., B1 - 271° 0., Zn -

4-19° 0., 3b - 630.5° 0., 41 - 660° 0., Ag - 960.5° 0., and
o
A u - 1063

C.

By marking out the temperature range on

the indicating instrument within whloh the metal passes
from the crystalline state into the liquid, i.e. when its
diffraction pattern disappears.

Most of the diffraction

photographs wers taken at 5° 0. intervals, and the results
are shown in Table X, page 94, and are plotted in Figure 25
page 95.
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TABLii X
OALIHUATIOH OP THIS SAMPLE T d & P E R A TV HE I M 3 I D E TEE

HIGH TEMPERATURE CAMERA

Metal

Meltigg point

( C.)

Indicating; instrument

rW

T

In

156.5

133 ♦ 2.5

Bi

271

242

Zn

419

3«3 + 2.5

Sb

630.5

603 ♦ 2.5

A1

660

641 t 3.0

4g

960.5

955 ♦ 1 .0

An

1063

1 .0

1068 ♦ 2 .5
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SAMPLE
TEMP. °0
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Pigure 25*

Temperature calibration of the high
temperature camera
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All the metals used Tor this purpose were 99*999 per
oent pure, and extreme care was used to prevent contamina
tion of the individual powder samples.

There is no doubt

that the contamination of the powder being inspected can be
a very serious source of error at high temperatures because
of the possible formation of an Alloy (or even a series of
alloys) having an entirely different chemical composition
and consequently a different melting range.

V. PREPARATION 07 THE POWDER SAMPLES
Pure Bi and Sb powder samples were prepared by crush
ing .

All the other samples were prepared by filing the

metal or the alloy In question.
To prevent contamination, a new file was used for eaoh
sample.

Each file was carefully examined under the

mlorosoope before using it, to make sure that no strange
particles were attached to it.

As these files were all

made of hardened steel, which is considerably harder than
all the nonferrous metals and alloys being inspected, there
was no, or rather very little chance for the powder samples
to be contaminated with the file material.

However, as

steel melts well above the range of temperature used, steel
partloles (if present) will be inert as far as their
alloying with the sample is concerned.
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Saeh powder sample mas placed Inside a fused quarts
capillary tube sealed at one end.

The Internal diameter

of the tube was approximately 0.25 a m . , and the height of
the powder sample was kept close to 4 mm.
(plug) about 10 mm. long, m s

A quarts rod

then inserted inside the tube

and finally the capillary tube was sealed off.

The

inserted plug served in reducing the amount of air trapped
inside the capillary capsule, and was nearly equivalent to
evacuating the surroundings of the powder sample.
The quartz oapsule was cemented to the tip of the
sample holder by means of MgO cement.

In the study of the effeot of the different gases on
the thermal sxpansisn sf silver, the silver powder was
stuok to the surface ef a thin fused quartz fiber (about
0.1 am. diameter) by means of a thin layer of oil.

The use ef oil as an adhesive medium, gars quite
satisfactory results even though it might have decomposed
mt high temperatures.

▼I. THERMAL SXPAM3I0H OF Ag APS Ag-In ALLOTS UILSK VACUUM

miti:
X-ray photographs (using the symmetrical film loading
method) were taken at different levels of temperature for
a 99.9990 Ag powder sample, which was enolosed in a sealed
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capillary capsule.

The X-ray camera was evacuated in

order to reduce the amount of scattering produced by air
inside the camera.
Although six different exposures could bo taken on
one flla (see Figure 27, page 99). only four of these were
available for high temperature measurements.

The first

as well as the last exposure were neosssarily taken at one
standard temperature (40.0° ± 0.05° G.) in order to:
(1) Calibrate the effective radius of the camera, knowing
the preolee lattioe parameter of the eample a t this standard temperature, ae has been determined in Fart X. of this
dissertation.

(2) To make sure that the lattioe paraaet

er of the sample in question has not ohanged (duo to
contamination) after the sample has been heated four
different times.
The lattioe parameter of silver at eaoh temperature
was calculated from the highest indloes (333^1 or 5 1 1^|)
using O u k ^ * 1.537395 kX, and it was then oorreoted fer
refraction and related to the oorreoted temperature of
the sample as shown in Table XI. page 100.
The results are plotted in Figure 27. page 101, to
gether with the previous results published by Humo-Bothory
end Reynolds (1938), and by Owen and Roberts (1939).
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Back Reflection

40.0 0
500° C.
400° C.
300° 0 .
200° G .
40.0° 0
<vt

(hkl)

Figure 2 6 .

six exposures (at different temperatures) can
be obtained on one film.
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TABLE XI
THERMAL EXPASSION OP 9 9 - 9 9 9 % Ag UNDER VACUUM
(Results are corrected for refraction)

Sample temperature (°C.)

40.0 ± 0.05

Lattice Parameter (kX)

4.07917

220

4.0931

271

4.0980

424

4.1114

613

4.1295

615

4.1288

630

4.1304

710

4.1380

724

4.1396

760

4.1434

805

4.1475

846

4.1520

899

4.1578

900

4.1590

101

Lattice

Figure 27.

Eiermal expansion of 9 9 *999% Ag in vacuum.
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TABLE XII
THERMAL EXPAHSIOH 07 Ag-In ALLOY CONTAIN IMG
9.086 PER OEHT BY WEIGHT OP In.
(Results are oorreoted for refraotlon)

o
Sample tempera tore ( 0. )

40.0 ♦ 0.05

Lattioe parameter (AX)

4.10703

220

4.1214

320

4.1303

423

4.1409

520

4.1500

618

4.1609

710

4.1711

807

4.1801

103

LATTICE

figure 2d.

Thermal expansion of Ag-In alloy
containing 9 % by weight of In.
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TABLE XIII
THERMAL EXPAHSIOM 07 Ag-In ALLOT COHTAIHIHG
12.007 PER OEHT BT WEIGHT 07 IHLIUM
(Resulta are oorreoted for refraotion.)

Sample Temperature (°0.)

t 0.05

Lattioe Parameter (kX)

4.11621

220

4.1312

320

4.1408

424

4.1499

520

4.1603

617

4.1705

711

4.1801

807

4.1909

105

LATTICE

SAMPLE TEMPERATURE

Figure 29.

(°0.)

Thermal expansion of Ag-In Alloy
containing 12 % by weight of In.
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TABLE

XI?

THERMAL EX PARS IOH Of Ag-In ALLOT CQHIAIJflHG
15.000 PER ORHT BT WEIGHT Of IBDIUM
(Results are corrected Tor refraction)

Sample Temperature (°C.)

40.0 t 0.05

Lattice Parameter (kX)

4.12493

220

4.1397

320

4.1502

424

4.1606

520

4.1714

617

4.1809

711

4.1919

808

4.2020

107

figure 30.

Thermal expansion of Ag-In alloy
containing 15 % by weight of In.
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TABLE

X?

THERMAL EXPANSION OP Ag-In ALLOT CONTAINING
17.998 PEE CENT BT WEIGHT OP INDIUM
(Results are oorreoted for refraction)

Sample Temperature (°0.)

40.0 t 0.05

Lattioe Parameter (kX)

4.13594

220

4.1513

520

4.1617

424

4.1731

521

4.1832

618

4.1942

710

4.2050

759

4.2102

109

LATTICE

Figure 31.

Thermal expansion of Ag-In alloy
containing 18 % by weight of In.
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Silver-Indium Alloys
The thermal expansion of four of the silver-indium
alleys, containing 9 .086, 1 1 .996, 14.994, and 17*998 per
cent by weight of indium, were determined in the same way
as that of pure silver.
The results are listed in Tables XII. through

X?,

and are shown in figures 28 through 3 1 .

VII.

EFFECT OF LIFFEREKT GASES OK THE THERMAL
EXFAHSIOH OF PURS SILVER

Air
A 99*999% Ag powder sample was prepared and attached
to a thin fused quarts fiber in the described manner.
The powder sample was annealed inside the oamera (under
vacuum) at 250° 0 . for one hour, after whioh it was eooled
down to room temperature.

The vacuum inside the oamera

was then broken and air was allowed to enter the camera.
The pressure ef air inside the camera was maintained
atmoepherlo all of the time.
X-ray photographs were taken for the silver sample
under these conditions, at different levels of temperaturs
ranging from 40.0° up to 900° C. in the same general way
as described before.
The lattioe parameters of silver in air at different
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TABLiS XVI
THiSRmL iOCPAHSIOH OP 99-999* Ag IH AIR
(Results are corrected for refraction)

Sample Temperature (°0.)

Lattioe Parameter (kX)

40.0 ± 0.05

4.07917

220

4.0944

320

4.1034

422

4.1137

512

4.1232

613

4.1339

711

4.1442

806

4.1541

900

4.1666
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LATTICE

100

200

300

400

500

600

SAMPLE TEMPERATURE

Figure 32

700

800

900

(°0.)

Thermal expansivity of 99*999 % Ag in air
and in vaouum.
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levels ef temperature (corrected for refraction) are
plotted rereue the oorreoted temperature of the sample in
figure 32, page 112.

figure 32 shows also the thermal

expansivity curve of pure silver in vacuum, plotted for the
purpose of comparison.

It is clear from these two curves

that the lattice of silver expands more in air with the
inorease in temperature especially above 300° C.
As air is composed mainly of nitrogen and oxygen
(about 00% S2 and 20$ 02 by volume), it is of Interest to
study the separate effeot of these two gases on the lattice
of silver at high temperatures.

A fresh 99*999^ Ag sample was prepared and annealed
in vaouun in the described way.

The vacuum inside the

oamera was then broken by admitting pure and dry nitrogen
to fill the oamera.

The removal of 02 and H^O from

nitrogen was accomplished by paeslng the gas through hot
oopper ohips (at 600° 0.), and through OaO respectively.
Atmospheric pressure was maintained all of the time inside
the oamera by connecting it with a eollapeible balloon,
half filled with the purified gas.
The lattioe parameter - temperature relationship of
99*999^ silver in nitrogen was measured in the saume way as
described before, and the results are listed in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVII
THERMAL EXPANSION 07 9 9 - 999 % Ag IN NITROGEN & IN OXYGEN

(Results are corrected for refraction)

Tempgrature

Lattice Param.
in^oxygen

Lattioe Param.
In nitrogen
(kX)

A O .0 t 0.05

4.07917

4.07917

218
220

4.0943
4.0950
4.1041

321
372

4.1081

424

4.1123

512

4.1222

521

4.1229

618

*.1325

710

4.1416

758

4.1455

4.1432

808

*.1539

900

4.1654

LATTICE

SAMPLE TEMPERATURE (°C.)

Figure 33

Thermal expansivity of 99*999/6 silver in air,
nitrogen, oxygen, and vacuum.
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2IZ68S
file sane experimental procedure nee repeated with
another fresh 99*999? pure silver sample, using dry oxygen
instead ef nitrogen.

She results are listed in fable

XVII, page 114.
for the purpose ef oonparlsen, the themal expansivity
curves of 99*999? Ag in air, nitrogen, oxygen, and vacuun
are all plotted in one diagram (see figure 33, page 115)*
this diagram shows clearly that the presenoe of either
nitrogen or oxygen oauses the silver lattice to expand mere
than in vacuum, and that nitrogen is more effective in this
respect than oxygen.

Hydrogen
▲nether experiment was conducted to measure the
lattioe parameter - temperature relation of 99*999? silver
in dry hydrogen, and to oempare this with the thermal
expansivity of 99*999? silver in vacuum.
It should be mentioned that during this experiment it
mas necessary to inorease the heating current in order to
compensate for heat losses to the oooling mater, oaused by
the relatively high thermal oonduotlvity of hydrogen.
The results are listed in Table XVIII, page 118, and
are shewn In figure 34, page 119, together with the
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thermal expansivity curve of 99.999 per cent pure silver
in vacuum.

Figure

shows that within the limits of

experimental error, the thermal expansivity of pure
silver in hydrogen is equal to that in vacuum.
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ZABLB XYIII
THERMXL EXPAISIOI OF 99-999% Ag XI HTBROGEM
(Results are corrected for refraotlon.)

Temperature

(°0.)

lattice Parameter

40.0 t 0.05

* .0 7 9 1 7

219

4.0916

320

4.100*

520

4.1195

616

4.1273

710

4.1397

808

4.1507

853

4.1536

(kX)

119

LATTICE

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

SAMPLE TEMPERATURE (°0.)

Figure 34

Thermal expansivity of 99*999% silver in H 2
and In vacuum.
*

CHAPTER X
LISOUSSIQX OF RESULTS
Careful examination of Figure 27, page 101, reveals
that the present measurement of the thermal expansion of
9 9 * 9 9 9 % silver in vacuum Is in good agreement vlth that

reported by Oven and Roberts*^ (1939)•

It Is also in
18
agreement vlth that of Hume-Rothory and Reynolds
(1938),
up to about 700° 0.

Above this temperature hovever, the

latter verb: shovs a slight positive deviation In the
lattioe parameter of silver.

This deviation may be due

to inaoourate knovledge of the preolse temperature of the
sample, as It was assumed by the last two Investigators
that both the thermocouple and the sample attained the
saae temperature Inside the high temperature oamera.
Figures 28 through 3 1 shov the thermal expansivity (In
vacuum) of Ag-In alloys oontalnlng 9* 12, 15, and U3% by
weight of Indium respectively.

It Is elear from these

plots that the thermal expansion of the lattioe of each
sample Is not linear In nature, and that the slope of eaoh
ourve inoreases vlth Increasing temperature.
The linear thermal expansion ooefflolent of a sample
at a given temperature oan be obtained by dividing the
slope of the tangent (to the lattioe parameter - tempera
ture ourve) at that particular temperature by the lattioe

12«
parameter (at 25° C.) of the sample in question.

The

linear thermal expansion coefficients at different levels
of temperature were calculated in this way for 9 9 - 9 9 9 % Ag,
and for the mentioned silver-indium alloys.

The results

are shown in Figure 35, page 122.
Figure 35 provides a convenient way of studying the
combined effeot of both temperature and composition on the
linear thermal expansion coefficient (in vacuum) of the
silver-indium alloys.

It should be mentioned in this

respect that the 25° 0. plot in this diagram was obtained
from the more precise thermal expansivity measurements
whloh have been reported in Part I. of this dissertation.
This may explain the difference in curvature between the
25° 0. ourve and the rest of the ourves shown in Figure 35.
Figure 33, page 115, shows that the presonoe of
either oxygen or nitrogen causes the silver lattioe to
expand more than it does in vacuum, and that this positive
deviation in expansion is more pronounoed with the inorease
in temperature.

It is well known that silver has an

affinity for oxygen, and that the solubility of oxygen in
silver

26

increases with increasing temperature (above 400 T).

This faot may explain why oxygen expands the lattioe of
silver, and why the positive deviation in the lattioe para
meter of silver increases with increasing temperature.

122

LINEAR THERMAL
EXPANSION

Figure 35

Effeot of temperature on the linear thermal
expansion coefficient (in vaouum) of silver
and silver-indium alloys.
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figure 33* page 115. suggests that nitrogen Is even
more effective than oxygen in oauslng positive deviations
in the lattioe parameter of silver at high temperatures.
This may look strange to those investigators who used or
intended to use nitrogen as a protective atmosphere during
measurements of the dllatometric thermal expansivity of
silver.
Zhe thermal expansivity of 99*999 per oent pure silver
in hydrogen seems to be equal (within the limits of experi
mental error) to that in vacuum, as shewn in figure 34*
page 1 1 9 .
Although great efforts were made in improving the
construction of the high temperature oamera used in this
investigation, as well as in improving the aoourady of its
measurements, there are still ways for further modifica
tions.

To inorease the aoouraoy of future high tempera

ture measurements it is recommended:
1. Zhe use of two thexmooeuples faolng the sample inside
the oamera.

The first thermocouple should be oonneoted

with the electronic controller for temperature oontrol, and
the seoond with a potentiometer for precise temperature
measurements.

This arrangement should deorease the

present error in temperature measurement (i 2.3° 0.) to
less than t 0.1° 0.
2. Modification in the design of the film holder in o r d e r

1 24
to adapt it for the asymmetric film loading.
Furthermore, the temperature distribution inside the
camera under vacuum may differ from that when the camera is
filled with gas, or with a mixture of gases, or even when
the pressure of the gas is changed.

These possible

changes in the temperature distribution may be due to the
variations in thermal conductivity in dependence of the
nature and pressure of the various gases.

For this

reason it may be worthwhile trying to recalibrate the
sample temperature in presenoe of different gases inside
the camera.

CHAPTER

XI

30KMXHY

(1)

Silver and indium used for making the samples were

both 99*999 per oent pure.
(2)

Zhe true temperature ef the exposed portion of the

sample inside the high temperature oamera was read from
the indicating instrument using the melting points of

99*999jf pure metals (In, Bi, Zn, 3b, Al, Ag, and Au) as
indicators for the true temperature of the sample.
The temperature calibration was made in vacuum, and the
temperature readings were accurate within t 2.5° G.

(3)

Tables 27 through 31 show the thermal expansivity

curves (measured under vacuum for 99>999% silver and for
silver-indium alloys oontalnlng 9, 12, 15, and 18 per oent
by weight of indium).

(4)

Beth increasing tempera tars and increasing indium

eontent inorease the linear thermal expansion coefficients
(in vaouum) of the silver-indium alloys, as shown in
Pigure 35, page 122.
(5)

Hydrogen seems to have no effeot in ohanging the

thermal expansivity of 99*999 per oent pure silver as
oonpared with its thermal expansivity in vaouum.
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(6)

Both oxygen and nitrogen have the effeot of increasing

the thermal expansivity of pure silver at high temperatures
as oompared with vaouum.

Iltrogen seems to be more

effective than oxygen in producing positive deviations in
the lattice parameter of silver.
(7)

The expansivity results obtained with 99*999 per cent

pure silver in presence of various gases in the camera
need to be confirmed by checking the temperature Inside it
while filled with the various gases at the same pressure.
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APPENDICES

APPSVSIX A

MATERIAL USED IS THE PREPARATION OP THE SAMPLES.
I. SILVER METAL BAR ABB SPLATTERS*
SlQMfnt

OontenlJvt..^)

Magnesium

0.0005

Silicon

0.0002

Iron

0.0002

Copper

0.0002

Silver

99-999 (by difference)

Pb, Sb, 11, Mn, 3n, Cr, ■i, Bi, Al, Ca, In, Od, Zn, and Au
are all "none detooted" by standard spectrographic methods

II. IBDIUM METAL BAR*
Element

Content (w%.%)

Iron

0.0001

Lead

0.0001

Tin

0.0001

Copper

0.00005

Oadaiun

0.0001

Indian

99.999+ (by differenee)

Al, 11, li, Bi, Zn, Sb, Ag, Aa, and To are all "none
detooted" by standard speotrographic methods.

• Obtained froi the Aaarlean Sm 1 U b < * a*fining Company,
Central Heseareh Laboratories, South Plainfield, I. J.

APPENDIX B
CONVERSION TABLE PROM WEIGHT TO ATOM PER CENT
OP SILVER-INDIUM ALLOTS

Weight % In

Aten % In

1.00
2.00
3-00

0.94

4.00

3.T6

5.00

4.7 1

6.00

5.65

TOO
8.00

6.60

9.00

10.00
11.00

1.88
2 .8 2

m

12.00

9.45
10.40
11.34

13.00
14.00
15.00

12.29
13.26
14.20

16.00

15.15

IT -oo

16.11

18.00

1 T .0 9

19.00

18.02

20.00

1 9 .0 0

21 .00

19.99
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TABLE I
VARIATIOI Of LATTICE PARAMETER OF 99-999 FEE O E M
PURE SILVER WITH TEMPERATURE
(Mot e o m o t c l for rofraetlon-)

*|*P-

a

a

( 0.)

(dogroos)

(Angstroms)

(Angstroms)

10

11.541
11-549

4.08494
4.08506

4.08500

11.597
11-593

4.06576
4.06571

4.06574

!!:&

4.08692
4.06676

4.06665

11.746
11.754

4.06600
4.08606

4.08604

11.631
11.626

4.06923
*.08915

4.06919

20
35
50
65

eX

s

18.73 x 10~6

°0.“1
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TABLE I I

LATTICE PARAMETERS OF 99-999 % SILVER REDUCED TO 25° 0-

Tempera tore
( ° 0 .)

Red. Parma.
(Angetreas)

(da)xlO*5

(da)2x 10+,°

10

4.08609
4.08621

- 3
+ 9

9
81

20

4.08614
4.08609

♦ 2
- 3

4
9

35

4.08615
4.08601

♦ 3
-11

9
121

50

4.08608
4.08616

- 4
♦ 4

16
16

65

4.08615
-iiga&i.

♦ 3
- 5

9
25 -

Total

= 40.86115

a 25.0

*

—

Zl(da)2! = 299

4.086115

Average Lattioe Parameter at 25*0° 3.
Standard Deviation
>»st Probable Error
Oerreotlen for Refraotlon
Oorreoted Average Lattioe Parameter

4.086115
0.000057
t 0.000038
♦ 0.000143

4.08626 1 0.00004
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U B L S III
LATTICE PARAMETER OF SILVER-IHDIOH ALLOT
( 5*0018 Weight Per Cent of Indium)
(Hot oorreoted for refraotlon.)

a
(Angstroms)

a
(Angstroms)

12*535
12.539

4.10006
4.10016

4.10011

12.596
12.590

4.10102
4.10093

4.10098

12.712
12.724

4*

girt
88
00

(5c . )

12 .7
25.0
50.0

4.10291

65.0

12.796
12.789

4.10422
4.10420

4.10421

<X *

e •

(Degrees)

Temperature

19.02 x to

6

° 0 .'t
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TABLE IV

LATTIOE PARAMETERS OP (5-0018* In) SILVER-IHDIUM
ALLOT, REDU C E D TO 25-0° 0.

Temperature

Red. Par&a.
(Angstroms)

(da) x 10+5

12.7

A . 10102
A . 10112

+ 0
+10

0
100

25-0

A . 10102
A.10093

+ 0
- 9

0
81

50.0

A . 10091
A.10100

-11

121

- 2

A

A . 10110
4.10108

+ 8
+ 6

6A
_36

<°c.)

65.0
Total

= 32.80818

*25.0

=

E.(d»)2

(da)2x 10+1°

= Ao6

A . 101023

Average Lattioe Parameter at 25*0° C .= A.101023
Standard Deviation
= 0.000076
Meet Probable Err or
=
£ 0.00005
Oorrection for Refraction
= 0.0001 A3
Oorreoted Average Lattice Parameter

= A . 10117

± 0.00005
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TABLE V
LATTICE PAEAflETEfi OP iilLVER- INDIUM ALLOY
( 9-0856 WEIGH? PER OBHT OP INDIUM )
(Not oorreoted for refraction)

Temperature
(°c.)

13.05
25.0
50.05
64.9

(Degrees)

a
(Angstroms)

a
(Angstroms)

1 3 .52*
13.330

4.11305
4.11316

4.11311

13.372
13.379

4.11392
4.11397

4.11395

13.484
13 590

4.11595
4.11607

4.11602

13.567
13.549

4.11721
4.11702

4.11712

-

1 9 .1 9 x 10“6

°0.'1
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TABLE VI
LATTICE PARAMETERS OP (9-0856^ In) SILVER-IHDIUM
ALLOY, REDUCED TO 25-0° 0.

4*5

13.05

4.11399
4.11410

- 1
♦ 10

1
100

25.0

4.11392
4.11397

- 8
- 3

64
9

50.05

4.11397
4.11409

- 3
♦ 9

9
81

64.9

4.11406
4.11367

♦ 6
-13

36
169

*25.0

x 10

£ < d a ) 2 = 469

= 32-91197
=

(da)

+10

Red. Param.
(Angstroms)

Total

(da) x 10

p

Temperature
(°C.)

4.113996

Average Lattioe Parameter at 25.0°C. = 4.113996
Standard Deviation
= 0.000082
Most Probable Error
=
t 0.000055
Correction for Refraotlon
= 0.000144
C o rre c te d A v erage L a t t i c e

P aram eter

=4.11414

t 0.00006
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ZABLE VII
LATTICE PARAMETER OP SILVER-HDIUM ALLOT
(11.9938 VBIOBT PER OBIT Of IBLITJM )
(Hot oorreoted for refraction)

Temperature

13.0
25.0
50.1
65.0

a
(Angstroms)

a
(Angstroms)

13.865
13.841

4.12246
4.12209

4.12228

13-916
13.900

4.12349
4.12299

4.12324

14.015
14.021

4.12525
4.12533

4.12529

14.082
14.086

4.12637
4.12651

4.12644

o<

=

19**9 x 10'6

°0.“1
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TABLE VIII
LATTIOE PARAMETERS OF (11.9958? In) SILVER-IHDIUM
ALLOY, REDUCED TO 25-0° C.

Temperature
(°o.)

Red. Param.
(Angstroms)

(to) x IQ*5

13.0

4.12315
4.12378

- 12
♦ 51

144
2601

25.0

4.12349
4.12299

* 22

“ 28

484
784

50.1

4.12297
4.12331

- 30
♦ 4

900
16

65.0

4.12315
»•« 2329

♦

Total

# 32.98613

*25.0

a

8
2

C-((U)2

(to)2* IQ*10

64
♦
a 4997

4.123266

A n rag* Lattice Parameter at 25*0° 0. = 4.123266
Standard Deviation
= 0.000267
Most Probable Error
=
2 0.00018
Oorraotion far Refraotlon
a 0,000144
Oorreoted Average Lattioe Parameter

4.12341 i 0.00018
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TABLE

IX

LATTICE PARAMETER OP FILTER-INDIUM ALLOT
(14.9937 WEIGHT PER CEKT OP IMDIUM )

(Mot oorrootod for refraotlon)

Temperature
(°C.)

13.0
24.9
50.2
64.7

4=* \
(Degrees)

a
(Angstroms)

a
(Angstroms)

14.340
14.332

4.13090
4.13086

4.13088

14.379
14.377

4.13173
4.13175

4.13174

14.491
14.492

4.13386
4.13390

4.13388

14.564
14.564

4.13519
4.13520

4.13519

<X =

1 9 8 7 x 10“ 6

°0.~1
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TABUS X

LATTICE PARIHETSRS OF (14.9937* In) SXLTBR-IIDIUM
ALLOT, REDUCED TO 25 0° C.

Tamparatura
<°c.)

Rad. Param.
(Angstroms)

13.0

4.13189
4.13185

♦ 5
♦ 1

25
1

24.9

4.13174
4.13176

-10
- 8

100
64

50.2

4.13179
4.13183

- 5
- 1

25
1

64.7

4.13193
4.13194

♦ 9
♦10

81
100

Fatal
*25.0

* 33.05473
=

tto)g» 10*10

£<*»)2

*

397

4.131841

A t *rag* Lattloa Parana tar at 25.0°0. = 4.131841
Standard Darlatlon
= 0.000075
Most Probnbla Srrar
*
t 0.000051
Oarraatian far Rafraotlam
= 0.000144
Oarraotad Araraga Lattloa Parana tar

= 4.13199 - 0.00005
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TABLE XI
LATTIOE PARAMETER Of 8ILYER-IHDIUM ALLOY
(17.9983 WEIGHT PER OEHT Of IHDIUM )
(Hot oorreoted for refraotlon)

Temperatare
<°c.)

(Degrees)

a
(Angstroms)

a
(Angstroms)

14.928
14.933

4.14197
4.14225

4.14211

u .974
14.966

4.14305
4.14269

4.14297

15.048
15.046

4.14448
4.14444

4.14448

*9.9

15.074

4.14500

4.14500

65.2

15.145
15.146

4.14638
4.14640

4.14639

13.1
25.0
40.0

a

<X *

20.08 x 10~6

°0.*1
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lABLi XII
LATTICE PABAMSTE&S Of (17.9983* In) SIL¥BR-I12>IUM
ALLOT, RED90XD SO 25-0° 0.

Paran.
(Angatroas)

T a n p a ra to ro

Bad.

(®o.)

fdaJxlO *5

(to)2 » IO + 10

13-1

4.14296
4.14304

- 8
0

64
0

25.0

4.14305
4.14289

♦ 1
-15

1
225

40.0

4.14323
4.14319

♦19
♦15

361
225

499

4.14293

-11

121

65.2

4.14304

0
♦ 2

0
---±-

T o ta l

= 37.28739

a 25.0

a

XU*) 2

a 1001

4.143043

A T i r t g i L a t t l o a l & n u u t e r a t 2 5 . 0 ° 0 . * 4 .1 4 3 0 4 3
S ta n d a rd D a r la t io n
a 0 .0 0 0 1 1 2
M a t t P r o b a b la E r r o r
a
t 0 .0 0 0 0 7 6
C o r r e c tio n f a r B a fr a o t io a
a 0 .0 0 0 1 4 4

O o rra o ta d A ra ra g a

L a ttlo a

P a re u a a ta r

4.14319

t 0.00008
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TABLE XIII

LATTICE PARAMETER 07 SILVER-MDIUM ALLOT
(22.0002 VBKfflT PER C U T 07 IHDUJM)
(Not oorrootod for rofraotlon)

Toapgr&turo

•A.

(Logroos)

129
2 5 .0
5 0 .0
6 5 .0

(Angotrou)

(Angstroms)

1 5 -3 3 6
1 5 -3 4 6

4 .1 5 0 2 3
4 .1 5 0 1 6

4 .1 5 0 2 1

1 5 -3 9 1
1 5 .3 9 7

4 .1 5 1 2 1
4 .1 5 1 3 5

4 .1 5 1 2 8

1 3 .4 9 4
1 5 .5 0 5

4 .1 5 3 3 9
4 .1 5 3 4 2

4 .1 5 3 4 1

!S :8

4 .1 5 4 7 6
4 .1 5 4 T 9

4 .1 5 4 7 8

o<

ss

2 0 .9 1 a 1 0 '6

° 0 .* 1
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TABLE XIV

LATTICE PARAMETERS 07 (22.00023* la) SILVER-ISDIBM
ALLOT, RSBOCED TO 25-0° C.

Tenperature
(°0.)

Red. farms.
{Angstroms)

12.9

4.15128
4.15123

♦ 1
- 4

1
16

25.0

4.15121
4.15135

- 6
♦ 8

36
64

50.0

4.15122
4.15125

- 5
- 2

25
4

65.0

4.15129

♦ 2
♦ 5

4

(da) x 10*5

...Msua
fetal

= 33-21015

*25.0

a

(to)2* )0+10

25
! = 175

4.151269

Arerage Lattice Parameter at 25-0°0. = 4.151267
Standard Deviation
= 0.00005
Most probable arror
s
t 0 .0000>4
Oerraotioa for Refraction
* 0.00014
Oerreoted Are rage Lattioe fa:

ter

s 4.15141

± 0.00003

▲PPSVDIX

0
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TABLE

I

DEMSIIT 0? 99*999 PER CEHT PURE SILVER (SAMPLE I )

Run Lumber

I.

II.

III.

IV .

Barometric pressure
(mm. of Hg)

733.0

736.4

736.4

736.0

Air temperature (°C)

28.6

2 6 .3

25.2

26.5

Air density (gm/oo)

0.001124

0.001142

0.001146

0.001141

temp, of Xylene (°C)

29.4

25.85

251

26.5

Density of Xylene
(gn/oe)

0.85408

0.85710

0.85776

0 .8 5 6 5 8

Xylene - air density

0.852956

0.855958

0.856614

0.855439

Weight of sample in
air (gm.)

28.5965

28.5*66

28.5965

28.5965

Weight of sample in
xylene (gm.)

26.2707

26.2633

26.2614

26.2644

Loss ef weight (gm.)

2.3258

2.3333

2 .3351

2 3321

Density of sample
(gm/oo)

10.4885

10.4916

10.4916

10.4906

Density of sample at
25®0. (gm/cc)

10.4911

10.4921

10.4916

10.4915

£

Deristion (a )

x

=

10.4916

(gm/oe)

10*

-(5)

♦ (5)

(0 )

-(1)

O
09

Arerage Density at 25.0° 0.

(25)

(25)

(0 )

(1)

1 0.00032

50% confidence error
Density of sample at 25-0° 0.

3

10.4916

t 0.0003

(gm/oo)
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TABLE II

DESSIXY O F 99.999 PER CSfiT PURE SILVER (SAMPLE II.)
mat ag s m m m m m a m m m a m m m m m m a s s s w s a a m s m m m m

Ru b number

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Barometric pressure

743.0

742.0

742.0

740.3

Air temperature (°0)

274

29.2

28.4

27.0

Air density (gm/co)

0.001149

0.001140

0.001144

0 .0 0 1 1 5 0

Temp, of Xylene (°C)

27.5

292

28.4

27.0

Density of Xylene

0.85571

0.85424

0.85491

0.85612

Xylene - Air density

0.854561

0.853100

0.853766

0.854970

Weight of sample in
air (gm.)

30.7838

30-7837

30.7839

30.7839

Weight of sample in
Xylene (gm7)

28.2753

28.2793

28.2777

28.2742

Loss of weight (gm.)

2.5085

2.5044

2.5062

2.5097

10.4881

10.4873

10.4880

10.4882

10.4896

10.4898

10.4900

10.4894

10.4897

(gm/oo)

(mm. of Hg)

(gm/oo)

Density of sample
(gm/oo)

Donslty of samplo at
25°C. (gm/co)

Arerage density at 25.0° 0.
Deviation

*

x

104

-0)

♦ (1)

♦ (3)

-(3)

( a ) 2x

108

(1)

(1)

(9)

(9)

(

a

)

50)1 confidence error

t

Density of Samplo at 2 5 .o° 0 . *

0 .0 0 0 1 8

10.4897

t 0 .0 0 0 1 8
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TABLE III
DENSITY Of 99-999 PER CERT PURE SILVER (SAMPLE III)

Son Number

I.

II.

III.

IT.

Barometric pressure

741.6

734.2

736.0

740.4

Air temperature (°0)

25.2

27-8

251

23.7

Air density (gm/cc)

0.001155

0.001143

0.001147

0.001158

Temp, ef Xylene (°0)

25.5

27-8

25.2

25.3

Density ef Xylene
(gn/oo)

0.85741

0.85546

0.85768

0.85758

Xylene - Air density

0.856255

0.854317

0.856533

0.856422

Weight ef sample in
air (gm)

10.1614

10.1612

10.1612

10.1612

Weight ef sample in
xylene (gm)

9.3317

9-3332

9-3316

9.3316

Less ef weight (gm)

0.8297

0.8277

0.8297

0.8296

(am. ef Hg)

10.491

10.491

Density ef sample at
25° 0- (ga/ee)

10.488

10.490

10.491

10.491

10.490

(gh/ae)

e

O

Average density at 25

M

10.489

0
0

to.488

e

Density of sample
(ga/ee)

Deviation (A) x 103

-(2)

(0)

♦ (1)

♦ (1)

(A)2* 10*

(4)

(0)

(1)

(1)

t
•

O

0

O

«•
«

e

H

I

e

Vi

*

I

8
•

50J( confidence error

=

0.001

1 0 .4 9 0

t 0 .0 0 1
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SABLE IT
DESSITT OT THB 3ILVBR-IWDIUM ALLOT OOVXAIXIHG
5.0004 P5E OEMS BI WEIGHS OP IHBIUM

Bun Kumber

I.

II.

III.

IT.

T.

Barometric pressure
(mm. of Mg)

735.0

734.3

733-0

735 0

733 0

27.3

276

33-0

30 1

Air temperature (°0) 2 7 6
Air density (gm/co)

0.00114 0.00114 0.00113 0.00112 0.00112

tamp, of Xylene (°0) 27.4
Density af Xylene
(ga/oe)

274

26.9

31 .6

299

0.85580 0.85620 0.85666 0.85219 0.85362

Xylene - Air density 0.85466 0.85506 0.85429 0.85107 0.85250
Weight ef sample In
(«»)

9.2899

9.2904

9.2904

9.2902

9.2902

Weight of sample in
xylene (gm)

8.5253

8.5249

8.546

8.5285

8.5271

Less ef weight (gm)

0.7646

0.7655

0.7658

0.7617

0.7631

Density of sample
(gm/oo)

10.385

10.379

10.3T9

10.381

10.380

Density ef sample at
25° 0. (ga/ee)
10.387

10.380

10.380

10.385

10.383

Average density at 25*0° 0.

*

Deviation

(ga/eo)

(a ) x

10** ♦ (4)

-(3)

-(3)

♦ (2)

(0)

(a )2 x

io6

(16)

(9)

(9)

(4)

(0)

50JC oonfidenoe error
D e n s it y

10.383

of Sample a t 25*0* C.

t 0.002

-

10.363

i 0.002

(ga/oa)
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TABLE

V

DENSITY O F THE SILVER-IHDIUM ALLOY COHTAIHIHG
10.0015 PER OEHT BY WEIGHT OP IHDIUM

Bun Humber

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Barometric pressure
(mm. of Hg)

735.5

733-8

732.5

733.0

737-0

30.3

30.3

30.8

26.4

Air temperature (°0) 25.9
Air density (gm/oc)

0.00114 0.00113 0.00111 0.00112 0.00114
30.4

30.4

30.3

25.8

Density of xylene
(gm/cc)

0.85658 0.85322 0.85330 0.85322 0.85716

Xylene - Air density

0
e
co
VJi
*

Temp, ef xylene (°C) 26.5

0.85209 0.85219 0.85210 0.85602

Weight of sample in
air (gm)

8.6908

8.6908

8.6910

8.6911

8.6909

Weight of sample in
xylene (gm)

7.9679

7.9708

7 9707

7 9707

7.9675

Loss of weight (gm)

0.7229

0.7200

0.7203

0.7204

0.7234

Density of sample
(gm/oc)

10.285

10.286

10.283

10.261

10.285

Density of sample at
10.286
25° C. (gm/oc)

10.290

10.287

10.284

10.286

Average density at 25*0° 0.

=

Deviation (A) x 10^

-(1)

•*■(3)

(0)

-(3)

-(1)

(a )2x 106

(1)

(9)

(0)

(9)

(9)

10.287

t 0.0015

50# confidence error
Density of sample at 25-0° 0 .

(gm/oc)

=

10.287

t i
0.0015

(gm/cc)
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TABLE VI
DBMS ITT OP THE SILVER-IMDIUH ALLOT OOITAZMIVO
14.9937 PER OEHT BT WEIGHT Of IMDIUM

Run Humber

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Barometric prossure
(mu. of Hg)

732.3

733 3

733.0

73 1.0

735.0

31.4

29.7

29.9

27.0

Air temperature (°0) 26.8
Air density (ga/cc)

0.00113 0.00112 0.00111 0.00112 0.00114

Density of Xylene
(ga/ce)

29.4

31.0

Temp, of xylene (°0) 26.8

3 1.0

270

0.85630 0.85270 0.85408 0.85270 0.85615
a
in
coe
0

ft

10.2306 10.2308 10.2307

Weight of oanple in
z/lono (ga)

9-3722

9.3759

9.3746

9.3757

9.3723

Loos of weight (ga)

0.8581

0.8548

0.8560

0.8551

0.8584

CM
e
0

Density of oaaplo
(ga/co)

m
COe
0

10.2303

£

in
00
e
O

Weight of sample in
air (ga)

£

Xylene - Air density 0.85514 0.85158

10.196

10.193

10.195

10.190

10.191

Density of oaaplo at
10.198
25* 0. (gn/oo)

10.197

10.198

10.193

10.193

▲t o rage density at 25.0° 0.

*

Deviation (a )

of

(ga/oo)

10^

♦ (2)

♦(1)

♦ (2)

-(3)

-(3)

(A)2! 106

(4)

(1)

(4)

(9)

(9)

x

t 0.00176

500 oonfidonoo error
Oauiti

10.196

Sample at

25.0° 0.

=

10.196

t 0.0018

(ga/oo)
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TABLE

Til

DEN El IT OP THE-2ILT.KR-INDIUM ALLOT CONTAINING
19.0009 PEE OENT BT WEIGHT OP INDIUM
« K » g g a a g m M « B B g sa sa E B B S S B e B H a ssB sa a :.u \l,ir¥ iiiiiiiMli'a,: r a f f i^

Son Number

I.

II.

III.

IT.

T.

Barometric pressure
(aa. of Hg)

T33.6

731.3

73*.5

729.0

735.0

28.6

3 1.2

32.4

26.4

Air temperature (°o) 22.9
Air density (ga/ee)

0.00115 0.00113 0.00111 0.00111 0.00114

Teap. ef xylene (°0) 22.4
Density ef xylene
(ga/ee)

31.8

3 0 .3

27-3

26.4

0.86009 0.85588 0.85329 0.85220 0.85664

Xylene - Air density 0.85894 0.85475 0.85218 0.65109 0.85550
Height ef saaple in
air (ga)

9 0555

9.0559

9.0555

9 0557

9.0556

Weight ef saaple in
xylene (ga)

8.2654

8.2895

8.2915

8.2926

8.2885

Loss of weight (ga)

0.7701

0.7664

0.7640

0.7631

0.7671

Density of saaple
(ga/oo)

10.101

10.101

10.102

10.101

10.100

Density of saaple at
25° 0. (ga/oo)
10.099

10.102

10.105

10.105

10.101

Average density at 25.0° 0.

s

Deviation (&) x 105
(A)2x 106

-(3 )

(9)

10.102
(0)

♦ (3)

♦ (3 )

-(2)

(0)

(9)

(9)

(4)

50% ©onfidenee error
Density o f saaple a t 25.0° 0.

(ga/oo)

t 0.00188
=

10.102 t 0.0019

(ga/oo)
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